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Abstract (English)
Chile is nowadays the biggest fresh fruit exporter in the Southern Hemisphere. In the season of
2008/2009, 218.000 tons of table grapes were exported to Europe, of which over 40% was sent to
the Netherlands. At the same time the Dutch government stresses the importance of sustainable
supply chains, where sustainable development can be defined as ‘how the needs of the present
human generation can be met without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their needs’ (WCED, 1987)). In the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain losses exist of whose location,
reason and value are not known. Because of the importance of sustainability and the fact that
these losses in the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain are currently not defined, an investigation was
done on this topic.

The Chilean-Dutch table grape chain includes growers, growers & exporters, exporters,
transporters, importers, retailers and consumers. While the single growers often cultivate small
amounts of table grapes, in the Chilean-Dutch case the main suppliers of table grapes are
combined grower and exporter. In this chain the governance is organized by the power of the
retailers. As was explained during the interviews the big Dutch retailers set the market prices in
this market, which provide them with the power to ask for high quality table grapes at low prices.
A trend in the fresh fruit sector however, is the increasing demand from Asian countries which
results in a changing market focus of exporters.

Data from the desk research and consultation of different actors in the chain provided input for
qualitative interviews. The interviews were conducted to make an overview of the Chilean-Dutch
table grape chain and create a background on possible reasons of losses in the chain. Based on
this further aims of the interviews were to define the location, reason and value of the losses in
the chain. The interviews were held under three growers & exporters, four exporters, six
importers, two retailers and the chairmen of the ASOEX (Chilean Exporters Association) and the
FDF (Foundation for Fruit Development). From the results, several conclusions are drawn.
First, with the power of the retailer and the shifting market focus from the Chilean point of view,
communication is very important in the chain. Due to the expected changes in the coming years,
understanding and trust created by communication are essential to improve cooperation, which
will result in a more fluent operating and profitable chain. Since the chain handles fresh grapes,
the quality and therefore value can decrease quickly which can result in losses. Based on the
explanation of the actors in the chain, losses can be caused by both quality- and commercial
causes. Therefore losses are described as:
VII
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The amount of turnover that is not gained due to the return of grapes which quality cannot meet
the quality requirements plus the amount of turnover that is not gained because a lower price
than the optimal price for the quality of the grapes sold is paid in the markets.

Main locations where losses in the chain occur are in the field, during harvest (done by manual
labour), in packing houses, during the (un)loading of the vessels in the port, at the Dutch side (e.g.
importer, retailer; due to a lack of knowledge) and in the cool chain. The locations where losses
occur are almost all places where people are involved in the chain. Because the handling done by
people can differ, differences can occur which can cause losses. Other reasons why losses occur
are because of insufficient (initial) quality of the grapes, weather influences and insufficient
market understanding.
The value of the losses in the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain cannot be calculated due to a lack
of current numbers of returns and market prices but also because the actors in the Chilean-Dutch
table grape chain do not define losses in this chain as a substantial problem. The actors in the
chain know losses can occur and therefore take an estimation of the value into account during the
planning of the season.
Despite the limited number of interviewees, the qualitative character of the interviews, the timing
(the start of the grape season causes busy times) and the fact that the actors do not define the
current losses as a substantial problem, recommendations for the actors in the chain were made
on base of the (generalized) conclusions. Because of the increasing power of the retailers and the
shifting markets in the coming years, it is recommended to the actors to increase their awareness
of one’s position in the chain. It is recommended to invest in the mutual communication and
sharing of knowledge between the different actors to achieve more understanding. This will
improve the quality and speed with which the products move through the chain. Cultural
differences should also be taken into account when doing business in international supply chains.
Where the Chileans prefer close, long term relationships, the Dutch prefer quick results and
instant gratification, based on their individualistic behaviour and low uncertainty avoidance. By
increasing the understanding of the cultural differences, the chain can obtain a closer cooperation
and higher profitability. A final recommendation for the reduction of losses in the Chilean-Dutch
table grape chain is to invest in R&D to improve the (initial) quality of the grapes. By improving
the quality of the grapes at the beginning of the chain, the (volume and value of) losses will
decrease.

VIII
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Introduction
Chile is an emerging country on her way to become a developed country (Juan Forero, 2009). The
share of developing countries in global food supply chains is growing, because of an increasing
demand of (particular) Western consumers for exotic products. Therefore the volume of products
as fruits, meat and vegetables are growing. Western consumers however, demand a certain
consistent (high) quality for their products (Trienekens and Willems, 2007, Trienekens and
Zuurbier, 2008, LNV, 2009). Because of the high quality demanded, fresh products must meet
certain requirements. Those requirements are set up by both national and international
governments, (large) retailers, private safety control systems, standards and certification
programs (Trienekens and Zuurbier, 2008). Because of the strict requirements, the quality of the
fruit should be perfect. When fruit quality is insufficient, losses occur. According to some recent
studies, quality losses in fresh supply chains account for 2 to 5% for Dutch grown products but up
to 15 to 40% for imported fresh products. For developing and emerging countries and countries
situated far away from the ultimate markets, the requirements are sometimes difficult to meet
and therefore could be a reason for (large) losses in fresh supply chains. Other examples of
reasons for losses in the fresh supply chains are environmental conditions of storage and
transportation facilities (Labuza 1982 in Rong et al. 2009).

Estimations of fresh product orders from the shops are needed since empty shelves are a no-go
concurrently, while product waste due to decay has to be minimized at the same time. Value
decrease due to quality losses can result in price reductions or even result in products being
thrown away. If product waste in a retail outlet is too high, this could signify a risk of empty
shelves and an inability to offer fresh products to the consumer (nil sales) and a rising cost
problem.

The Dutch government stresses the importance of sustainable value chains. Not only in The
Netherlands but also abroad. Chile is with 218.000 ton (2008/9) one of the main exporters of
table grapes to the EU. The Netherlands is the main gateway to the EU (ASOEX, 2010) and over
90.000 ton of Chilean table grapes were imported by The Netherlands in 2009 (CBS, 18/10/2010).
Since the concept of sustainable development can be defined as ‘how the needs of the present
human generation can be met without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their needs’ (WCED, 1987), it is remarkable that –the value, reason and location of- the losses
related to these exports are not known.

1
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Problem definition
When looking at the Chilean-Dutch supply chain of table grapes, one can see that several actors
are involved in the chain. These actors include growers, exporters, importers, transporters, retail
outlets and consumers. Export of table grapes from Chile to Europe was estimated at 218.000
tons in 2008/2009. It is generally known that losses exist in this chain. An important issue when
talking about losses is the definition of losses; what is meant with a loss? But also, as stated
before, the value, location and reason these losses occur, raises many questions. Because of the
losses in the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain and the importance of sustainable supply chains, the
Dutch and Chilean partners in the chain have a reason to start working on a reduction of losses.
To reduce the losses, first an investigation should be done to gain more information insight in this
issue. Therefore, in this research an analysis of the three stated topics (value, location and reason
of losses in the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain) as well as a general description of losses will be
made. By making a description of the chain of table grapes from Chile to the Netherlands, an
overview of the current situation can be made and the location, reason and (an estimation of the)
value of the losses can be defined. This is done by a combination of desk and field research.

Structure and outline
This report consists of two parts. The first part is called ‘Context’. This part contains six chapters,
called: Chile (1), The Netherlands (2), Cultural differences (3), Table grapes (4), Supply chains
(including supply chain analysis and the SCOR model) (5) and a final summarizing chapter (6). This
part explains the context in which this research takes place. For the readers who are up to date
with the mentioned topics it is not necessary to read this part extensively. However, it is
recommended to have a look at chapter six, the summary.
The second part of this report is called ‘Empirical research’. This part describes the research done.
It consists of six chapters, namely: Research (including the research objective, research questions
and the research framework) (1), Materials and methods (including the approach, the design of
the interviews, data collection and data analysis) (2), Results (3), Conclusions (4),
Recommendations and discussion (5) and References (6).

2
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Part I

Part I: Context

This first part is called Context. It explains about the context in which the research is conducted.
Therefore it contains chapters with background information about Chile (1; history, current
situation and export), The Netherlands (2; economic situation and import), cultural differences
between Chile and the Netherlands (0), table grapes (4; cultivation and location) and supply
chains (5; supply chain analysis and the SCOR model). In chapter 6, a summary of part I is given.

1. Chile
This research is based in Chile1. Chile (figure 2 and figure 3) is the worlds’
longest country: over 4300 kilometres long. The width never exceeds 350
kilometres. It is situated in South America between the Andes Mountains and
the Pacific Ocean and bordered by Peru, Bolivia and Argentina. Because of
the large length of the country, Chile has different climates: in the North is
the Atacama desert, in the central part of the country, a Mediterranean
climate exists and the South has a cool and damp climate.
Chile has a population of over 17 million people, with 34% living in the capital
of the country: Santiago de Chile (founded in 1542). 89% of the total
population lives in the urban area. Life expectancy is 75 years for males and
81 years for females. The GDP per capita was $14,700 in 2009, where 5.6%
comes from the agricultural sector. 13.2% of the population works in
agriculture, 23% in industries and 63.9% in services. The unemployment rate
is 9.6% and the percentage of the population below the poverty rate is
18.2%.
Chile is divided into regions, numbered I to XIV and the Metropolitan Region.
These are further divided into 51 provinces and 345 municipalities. In figure 1
an overview of the regions can be found. Table 1 shows the names of the
different regions.

Figure 1: Overview of the regions

1

Sources of the data include: Population Reference Bureau, Central Intelligence Agency, Encyclopedia of the Nations,
department of economic and social affairs of the United Nations, ASOEX, Eximfruit 2009
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Figure 2: Chile

Part I

Figure 3: Location of Chile in the world

Table 1: Names of the regions

Names of the region
Arica-Parinacota Region

Number of the region
XV

Tarapacá Region

I

Antofagasta Region

II

Atacama Region

III

Coquimbo Region

IV

Valparaíso Region

V

O’Higgins Region

VI

Maule Region

VII

Bío Bío Region

VIII

La Araucanía Region

IX

Los Ríos Region

XIV

Los Lagos Region

X

Aysén Region

XI

Magallanes & the Chilean Antartic Region

XII

Metropolitan Region

RM
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Part I

1.1. History
Nowadays, Chile is an emerging country (Juan Forero, 2009). For the past four decades, Chile has
experienced an enormous economic change and is still changing. According to Gwynne and Kay
(1997) in the 1950’s the Chilean agriculture was characterised by ‘semi-feudal landholding
systems and low levels of land and labour productivity’. But since then changes in macroeconomic
policy and agrarian reform have contributed to the modernisation of certain parts of Chile.
During president Salvador Allende reign in the 1970’s, Chile had no specific agrarian policy. After
the military coup in 1973 (September 11th) where Agusto Pinochet took over power, the
agriculture’s performance was very erratic. This was in a period from 1974 to 1982, which was a
period of ‘extreme neo-liberalism’. After the economic crisis of 1982, an agrarian policy was
created which changed agriculture into a dynamic sector of the economy. The policy stimulated
the modernisation of capitalist farms. Measures were taken to reduce price fluctuations and to
make the farm sector more competitive (Niklitschek, 2007). Those measures paved of and the
sector improved. Exports increased and inflation decreased. However, large differences occurred
between large-scale farmers and small farmers who did not have to capacity to improve.
From 1990 onwards democratically elected governments took charge in Chile. Those governments
‘have maintained and even deepened Chile’s exposure and insertion into international markets’
(Niklitschek, 2007). However, the strengthening of the Chilean Peso and the increasing
competition limited the growth of the value of the exports. Another important issue were the
large differences between the large farms and the smaller scale farms, because of the lack of
resources of the small farms. They did not have the ability to deal with the increasing competition
and technical growth. Because the Chilean Peso strengthened, importing goods became cheaper.
Therefore the competition for domestic producers had become even more strenuous.
A positive result from the changes made by the government was the fact that extreme levels of
poverty have been reduced and more equality between the different classes was obtained in the
country. (Gwynne and Kay, 1997 and Niklitschek, 2007).

1.2. Current situation
After the changes in the previous century, Chile has become a much more stable country. The
economic model is based on ‘stability, a strong institutional setting, a robust financial sector,
competitive open markets and a comprehensive network’ (Corbo, 2007). Important issues here
are the focus on ‘dialogue’ and ‘consensus building’. An economic growth over the past two
decades can be seen. Together with an increase in ‘per capita income, the political stability and

5
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Part I

the continuous strengthening of democracy’ it can be stated that Chile has become a stronger
country.
Comparing Chile with other Latin American countries, Chile is the least corrupt country in South
America. According to the World bank (2010) they are ranked 4th in South America in the ‘Ease of
doing business in’ ranking. Regardless, their competitiveness remains very high. Important to
realize is that despite the decrease of differences between different classes, still an unequal
distribution of wealth exist: the country has a Gini factor2 of 54.9 in 2003(indexmundi.com
15/12/2010). Also the quality and performance of education needs improvements. Currently the
illiteracy rate is over 10% but it is decreasing.
The economy of the country is still increasing: looking at the period 1990-2006, Chile was ranked
7th in the world ranking with their yearly average economic growth. After the worldwide financial
crisis in 2008 Chile has regained strength. Although the recent global crisis (May 2010) influenced
the economies of developing and emerging countries, the effect on Chile was not substantial. This
can be explained by the fact that the domestic financial market in Chile has been fairly robust to
external market instability.
An import focus which is needed to keep up the growth of the economy, is to achieve a more
cohesive society than it is currently. The Chileans should operate as one instead of aiming to
achieve their individual goals. By doing this a further development of the country can be achieved.
(Banco central de Chile, 2010, Chile country strategy paper, 2007)

1.3. Export
International trade is very important for the Chilean economy. Exports account for more than
one-fourth of the GDP. Chile has 57 trade agreements, including agreements with the European
Union, Mercosur (Paraguay, Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay), China, India, South Korea and Mexico.
Since 2004 Chile has a free trade agreement with the United States. In 2008 it had up to $17
billion foreign direct investments. However, due to a diminished investment throughout the
world, the FDI dropped to $7 billion in 2009. (CIA, 2009).
In 2009, Chile was ranked 44 in the world as export country. The exports covered $53.74 billion.
Chile’s main commodities include copper, (fresh) fruits, fish products, paper and pulp, chemicals
and wine. The commodities make up to three-quarters of the country’s total export. When
looking at the Southern Hemisphere, Chile represents 49.9% of the fruit exported (grapes, apples,
2

Gini factor: this index measures the degree of inequality in the distribution of family income in a country.
If the index is zero, the incomes are distributed with perfect equality and the index is 100 if the incomes are
distributed with perfect inequality (indexmundi.com 15/12/2010)
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Part I

kiwis and pears). With this number Chile is placed above countries as New Zealand, Australia,
Argentina and South Africa. (CIA, 2009, ASOEX, 12/08/2010).
Over 34% of all exports from Chile goes to Europe. In the season 2008-2009 the total number of
fruits exported to Europe was 77.335,9 thousand boxes. These exports include grapes, apples,
kiwis, pears, plums, nectarines, peaches, cherries, blueberries, Asian pears, avocados, lemons,
clementine, orange, apricots and plum cots (Eximfruit, 2009). The export of table grapes to
Europe, in the season 2008-2009, covered almost 42% of the total fresh fruit exports. In table 2
the percentages of the different types of fruit of the total fruit export to Europe can be found.
(CIA, 2009, Eximfruit, 2009). From this table one can see that grapes are the most important type
of fruit exported to Europe.

Kiwis

Pears

Plums

Nectarines

Peaches

Cherries

Blueberry

Asian pears

Avocados

Lemons

Clementine

Orange

Apricots

13.3

6.9

6.33

2.56

0.84

1.78

2.17

0.07

4.24

0.02

0.20

1.84

0.07

Plum cots

Apples
17.8

0.10

Grapes
41.8

%

Type of fruit

Table 2: % of different types of fruits exported to Europe (2008/2009)
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Part I

2. The Netherlands
The Netherlands (figure 5 and figure 4) is a small country situated in Western Europe. Despite the
official name The Netherlands it is often called Holland. The inhabitants of the Netherlands are
called the Dutch. The country stretches 300 kilometres from north to south and 200 kilometres
from east to west. It is bordered by Germany, Belgium, the Wadden Sea and the North Sea. The
climate in the Netherlands is a tempered sea climate, with cool summers and mild winters.
The Netherlands has a population of over 16.5 million people. Combined with its small surface, its
population level causes the Netherlands to be a very densely populated area. Around 4.5% of the
population lives in the capital: Amsterdam. 82% of the total population lives in the urban area
(2008). Life expectancy is 78 years for males and 83 years for females. The GDP per capita was
$43.233 in 2009, where 1.8% comes from the agricultural sector. The unemployment rate is 4.9%
and the percentage of the population below the poverty rate is 10.5% (2008).

Figure 4: The Netherlands

Figure 5: Location of the Netherlands in the world

2.1. Economic situation
In the Netherlands an open market economy exists. This means that the government can
influence the economic situation by laws and legislations. The Dutch economy is stable, due to the
structured consultations between the government, business and unions. This is characteristic for
the Netherlands and is called the ‘Polder model’ (CIA, 2009, Landenweb, 2010).
The Dutch economy changed after World War II. After the war the population grew and colonies
were lost. In the years after the war, the focus shifted from mainly agriculturally oriented to an
8
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Part I

international industrial focussed country (FAO, 2010, Landenweb, 2010). Despite this shift,
according to the FAO (2001), the Netherlands is still a leading agricultural producer. Agricultural
products produced in the Netherlands are grains, potatoes, sugar beets, fruits, vegetables and
livestock. Although agriculture is very important for the Netherlands, it employs only 2% of the
labour force.
The global economic crisis this decade had great influences on the Netherlands. Because the
Dutch economy is very internationally oriented, it was hard-hit during the crisis. An almost a 25%
decline of exports was faced, due to a declined global demand. According to the Dutch CBS
(Central Bureau of Statistics) (2010) the recession was most substantial in the 2nd quarter of 2009.
The Netherlands showed an economic growth of 2.2% in the second quarter of 2010 in
comparison with the same period in 2009. In the global competitiveness ranking, the Netherlands
is located at the 8th position (Volberda and Van den Bosch, 2010). After the recent crisis in Greece
(May, 2010) the financial institutes in the Netherlands are not functioning optimally, however its
economy remains strong. According to Volberda and Van den Bosch (2010) this is mainly because
of the strong infrastructure, economic policy and the health care sector.

2.2.

Import

Import is very important for the Dutch economy. In the 15th century the Dutch already imported
spices and coffee from South East Asia with the in 1602 founded VOC (Verenigde Oostindische
Compagnie) (Geschiedenis.nl, entoen.nu 15/10/2010). Also products like gold and ivory were
imported from Africa and salt and sugar from America (Verkuil, 2009). Hereafter, the logistics to
the Netherlands increased, as well as the development of the harbour in Rotterdam (Havenbedrijf
Rotterdam B.V., 2010). By getting products from overseas, people could get products like textile,
coffee, tea, tobacco, wood, copper, silver, gold and shells. Were in history the import of goods
took months of time, nowadays a ship from Chile reaches the Netherlands in more or less 3
weeks. According to the different interviewees the transit from Chile to the Netherlands takes 19
to 26 days .

In the Netherlands, according to Eurostat (07/11/2010), in 2009 $4.450 million of fresh fruit was
imported (Frugi Venta, 2010 – original number: 3160 million Euros, re-calculated to dollars with
average exchange rate of 2009 $1.40823:1€ (X-rates, 2010)). The total value of imports in the
Netherlands in 2009 was $369.9 billion. The Netherlands possesses the 9th position in the world
ranking, based on imports. However, one should realize that a large part of the imports is reexported (Netherlands is third largest agricultural exporter in the world, FAO/ITC/CTA 2001). For
example in the port of Rotterdam (see text box) where many goods enter the country and are
9
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transported further into Europe. For this reason the Netherlands, as a small country has been
ranked so high based on the import and export levels.

Port of Rotterdam
The port of Rotterdam is one of the main ports in the world. It is located on the west side of
the Netherlands. With a throughput of approximately 400 million tons (2009) it is the largest
seaport in Europe and the fourth largest port in the world. Because the port is well connected
with the inland by both water and land, the goods can easily be transported. The
transportation can be done via different ways: road, rail, inland water ways (it has a connection
to 3 rivers (Maas, Rijn and Schelde)), costal shipping (short sea/feeder) and pipeline.
(Havenbedrijf Rotterdam B.V., 2010)
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3. Cultural differences
To complete the background of Chile and the Netherlands, this chapter presents an overview of
the cultural differences between the two countries. With the help of the Geert Hofstede™ Cultural
Dimensions a comparison between the countries is made. The first version of this model was
developed in 1994 and helps to get a better insight in cultural differences (Hofstede, 27/11/2010).
According to McSweeney (2002) Hofstede claims to have identified the four (later five) ‘main
dimensions’ of national culture along which countries can be hierarchically ordered. With
statistical analyses on data coming from employee attitude surveys undertaken within IBM,
Hofstede defined the main dimensions. In McSweeney (2002) the dimensions are described as
following:
Power Distance Index (PDI) ‘the extent to which the less powerful members of organizations and
institutions (like the family) expect and accept that power is distributed unequally’ (Hofstede,
1991, Hofstede & Peterson, 2000).

Individualism versus Collectivism (IDV) ‘the extent to which individuals are integrated into
groups’ (Hofstede, 1991, Hofstede & Peterson, 2000).

Masculinity versus Femininity (MAS) ‘assertiveness and competitiveness versus modesty and
caring’ (Hofstede, 1991, Hofstede & Peterson, 2000).

Uncertainty Avoidance Index (UAI) ‘intolerance for uncertainty and ambiguity’ (Hofstede, 1991,
Hofstede & Peterson, 2000).

Long-Term Orientation versus short-term orientation(LTO) ‘thrift and perseverance and respect
for tradition versus fulfilling social obligations and protecting one's 'face'’ (McSweeney, 2002).

In follow up research a value between 0 and 100 for each dimension are defined and mapped for
74 countries (EURIB, 2009, 27/11/2010). By comparing the results of Chile and the Netherlands
one can see the differences between these countries. In ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la
referencia. on page ¡Error! Marcador no definido. the different values for both countries can be
found (Hofstede, 27/11/2010).
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Table 3: Scores for Chile and the Netherlands on Hofstede's dimensions

Dimensions →

PDI

IDV

MAS

UAI

LTO

Chile

63

23

28

86

--

The Netherlands

38

80

14

53

44

Country ↓

Looking at ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia., one can see differences between
the scores of Chile and the Netherlands. Starting with the power distance index (PDI), one sees
that in Chile unequal power distribution is more expected and accepted than in the Netherlands.
As described before, this can for example be seen in the large differences between people within
Chile.
When looking at the Individualism versus collectivism (IDV), the Dutch are much more
individualistic than the Chileans. According to Hofstede’s interpretations (Hofstede, 27/11/2010)
this low level occurs in most Latin countries. He explains that ‘this is manifest in a close long-term
commitment to the member 'group', be that a family, extended family, or extended relationships.
Loyalty in a collectivist culture is paramount, and over-rides most other societal rules and
regulations. The society fosters strong relationships where everyone takes responsibility for
fellow members of their group’. It is well known that family is very important in Latin America.
When looking at the low level in the Netherlands, Hofstede (Hofstede, 27/11/2010) states: ‘the
high individualism ranking for the Netherlands is indicative of a society with more individualistic
attitudes and relatively loose bonds with others. The populace is more self-reliant and looks out
for themselves and their close family members.’
The levels of masculinity versus femininity (MAS) are not too high for both countries. For the
Netherlands this is not too remarkable. According to Hofstede this ‘may be indicative of a low
level of differentiation and discrimination between genders. In this culture, females are treated
more equally to males in all aspects of society’. However, in comparison with other Latin
American countries, where the average score on MAS is over 40, the level of Chile is lower. The
low corruption and good institutions, as described before, are examples of the more feminine
culture in Chile.
The level of the uncertainty avoidance index (UAI) is very high for Chile. Explained by Hofstede this
means that ‘the society has a low level of tolerance for uncertainty. In an effort to minimize or
reduce this level of uncertainty, strict rules, laws, policies, and regulations are adopted and
implemented. The ultimate goal of this population is to control everything in order to eliminate or
avoid the unexpected. As a result of this high uncertainty avoidance characteristic, the society
12
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does not readily accept change and is very risk adverse.’ This is an important issue, since there is a
high chance on changes when one want to reduce losses in the chain. The level of UAI for the
Netherlands is lower than the world average of 64. According to Hofstede this ‘may indicate a
cultural tenancy to minimize or reduce the level of uncertainty within the population by enacting
rules, laws, policies, and regulations to cover most any and all situations or circumstances’. One
can interpret here that the Dutch are less risk adverse and accept changes more easily.
The level of long-term orientation versus short-term orientation (LTO) is not available for Chile.
The level for the Netherlands is not too high, which means that they are relatively tolerant with
respect to uncertainty and ambiguity. This is in line with the relative low level of uncertainty
avoidance and can be seen in the longing for quick results and instant gratification (Peng, 2009).
When looking at the largest differences between the two countries, one sees two main issues.
The Chileans are much more collective compared to the Dutch which are more individualistic.
Looking at the Chilean-Dutch supply chain, one should keep this in mind when thinking of
business relations. This is an important issue for Chileans and an investment in a relation can
therefore improve the business, seen from the Chilean point of view. However, when looking
from the Dutch vision, one should not want to make business too informal and familiar, since a
certain formality is appreciated by the Dutch.
The other dimension where a big difference was seen between the two countries, is uncertainty
avoidance. According to Hofstede the Chileans do not like changes and unexpected situations. In
terms of the supply chain one could think of clear agreements and communication. The level of
uncertainty avoidance for the Dutch is lower, which should be kept in mind during business.
Again, a balance should be found by doing business with the two countries; avoid big
uncertainties but do not act too inflexible.
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4. Table grapes
In this chapter a closer look at table grapes will be made. Grapes were one of the earliest fruits
grown by men. They are member of the genus Vitis of the family Vitaceae and can be consumed
in four ways; as wine, raisins, juices and fresh (Patil et al., 1995 in Salunke and Kadam). The latter
are called table grapes. All over the world more than 7.9 million ha is used to cultivate grapes in
Europe, the Middle East, North America, South America and Eastern Asia. A remarkable property
of the grape is that the plant is very strong, which means that it can grow and survive in difficult
circumstances. Grapes can survive temperatures far below 0°C (Pierquet et al., 1977 in Creasy and
Creasy, 2009). Also a large variety of soil can be used to cultivate grapes. Mediterranean climates
are perfect for the cultivation of table grapes because of the relative high summer temperatures,
low humidity and mild winter temperatures (Mencarelli et al. 1999).
According to the ASOEX (2010), grapes in Chile are cultivated in the following regions:

III region - Atacama
IV region - Coquimbo
V region - Valparaíso
Metropolitan region - Santiago
VI region - O’Higgins
VII region – Maule

From the central part of the country up to the North (regions Valparaíso, Santiago and O’Higgins)
mainly table grapes are cultivated (Commonwealth of Australia, 2003). Because of the warm and
dry climate, the conditions to grow table grapes are perfect in this part of the country.

Table grapes are eaten fresh, but are also consumed in desserts, jams and as decoration on cakes
or sorbets. According to Buhn (2002) appearance and freshness are most important at the time of
purchase. Mencarelli et al. (1999) mention that the sweetness of the berries is appreciated by the
consumers. For fresh consumption, Creasy and Creasy (2009) mention that it is important that the
grapes ‘look attractive, have high quality sensory characteristics (e.g. flavour and berry firmness),
are large and consistently sized, have a sturdy rachis and the berries are strongly attached to the
rachis’. However, Mencarelli et al. (1999) remind that consumer preferences over the world
differ.

The Chilean table grapes are available during a period from the middle of November to August.
During the grapes season, different types of grapes are available at different times. In the season
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of 2008-2009 the top 5 varieties cultivated in Chile were (in thousand boxes): Thompson
(30.671,5), Red Globe (23.185,2), Crimson Seedless (19.953,0), Flames (15.167,9) and Sugraone
(8.850,5). Table 4 shows the availability of the different types (ASOEX, 2010). In table 5 short
description of the most important types of grapes cultivated in Chile can be found (ASOEX, 2010).
Table 4: Crop season of the different types of table grapes produces in Chile.

Variety

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb Mar

Apr May Jun

Jul Aug

Sep

Oct

Thompson Seedless
Red Globe
Crimson Seedless
Flame seedless
Sugraone

Table 5: Description per type of the most cultivated grapes in Chile.

Type

Name

Description

White

Thompson Seedless

Clear green, seedless, elongated grape. Crunchy, juicy and sweet.

Red

Red Globe

Large and reddish to dark red grape. A crunchy grape, with firm flesh.

Red

Crimson Seedless

Seedless, dark pink coloured grape. Crunchy and firm flesh, with a
sweetly acid flavour.

Red

Flame seedless

Small and round grape with a thin skin and a wine-red colour. Sweet,
juicy, crunchy flesh.

White

Sugraone

Green grape with an elongated shape. Sweet and crunchy.

From Chile, according to Eximfruit 2009, 40 companies exported to The Netherlands. This fruit is
received by 27 importers (ASOEX, 2010). The total amount of table grapes exported to Europe in
season 08/09 was 218.000 ton. This consisted for 93% of the top 5 varieties cultivated in Chile
(Thompson, Red Globe, Crimson Seedless, Flames, and Sugraone (Eximfruit, 2009). In the
Netherlands 90.493 ton of Chilean table grapes were imported in 2009, according to the Dutch
CBS (2009).
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5. Supply chains
In this chapter a theoretical background about supply chains, supply chain analysis (5.1) and the
SCOR model (5.2) is given. By describing the theoretical background more insight is gained how to
represent the Chilean-Dutch supply chain of table grapes.
According to ProChile (2010) (Export promotion bureau in Chile) exporting is ‘selling, delivering
and receiving goods or services to/from customers located outside the borders of the national
market’. Where export also deals with selling goods and services, it differs from doing business on
the domestic market. Examples of important differences are differences in culture, language
(communication), currencies, ways of negotiation and legislation. Also, compared to domestic
business, the chains of export are much longer and complex. For example because of the
geographic dispersion of intermediaries across different places and countries. However exporting
has many advantages (expansion of the company, new opportunities and challenges, risk
diversification, decreased production costs and a good image). Exporting may also be
disadvantageous, caused by increased complexity and legislation- and logistics problems. As
mentioned before, the chains of export are different from domestic chains. According to Beamon
(1999) a supply chain is ‘an integrated process wherein raw materials are manufactured into final
products, then delivered to customers (via distribution, retail or both)’. Chopra and Meindl (2006)
include information and money in the description of a supply chain: ‘a network of (physical and
decision making) activities connected by material, information and money flows that cross
organizational boundaries’. In the definition used by Christy and Grout (1994) the focus is mainly
on the relationships between several firms: ‘a supply chain is a series of trading relationships
between firms that sequentially add value to a product or service’ (Houlihan, 1985 in Christy and
Grout 1994). Stadtler (2008) summarizes the different descriptions very clearly: ‘In a broad sense
a supply chain consists of two or more legally separated organizations, being linked by material,
information and financial flows. These organizations may be firms producing parts, components
and end products, logistic service providers and even the (ultimate) customer himself’. As Stadtler
(2008) mentions, one should realize that several members are involved with one product or
service. Each member adds value to the product or service and according to Chopra and Meindl
(2006) the goal of supply chain management is to maximize total supply chain value or
profitability. Also Stadtler (2008) describes the ultimate aim of supply chain management as
‘improving the competitiveness of a supply chain as a whole’. This is an important issue, because
it means that the individual units should not aim to achieve their own goals (highest turnover or
lowest cost for example), but work together and achieve the goal of the chain. The units in a
supply chain stretch from the suppliers’-supplier till the customers’-customer (Chopra and Meindl,
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2006, Stadler 2008) and therefore include marketing, production, procurement, logistics and
finance. To maximize the total supply chain value and/or to increase the competitiveness of a
supply chain, the commitment of the different units in the chain is needed. Where in the short
run the competitiveness of an individual unit can be equal or worse while starting participating in
a supply chain (instead of working solo), in the long run the competitiveness will increase. To
increase the competitiveness, information is needed. Chopra and Meindl (2006), identify three
key points for the improvement of a supply chain. First: one should understand customer and/or
market demand. This means one should cope with demand uncertainty and demand fluctuation in
the most efficient way. When minimizing uncertainty, customer demand can be met in the most
optimal way. Second: one should understand the supply chain. In this case one should decide
whether it is more important to be more responsive or more efficient. Being responsive means
the ability to meet short lead times, offer a large variety of products and a high service level. In
this case the supply chain has a quick response. Being efficient means longer lead times but lower
costs. When knowing demand in advance, very efficient supply chains can be built. The third –and
final- key point is to achieve a strategic fit. This means to make sure that what the chain performs,
meets the customer needs. Since the customer brings in the money into the chain, the needs of
the customer must be met. By arranging all three key points, the chain becomes more transparent
and uncertainty is minimized, which results in maximization of total supply chain value and/or
profitability.

5.1. Supply chain analysis
The aim of this research is to find the location, reason and value of losses in the Chilean-Dutch
table grape chain. To achieve this aim, a clear overview of the chain is needed. As described
before, a supply chain consists of several units who work together to achieve a higher value or
competiveness than when acting alone. By mapping the different units and flows of goods and
information, the chain can be analysed. As can be seen in the literature, different models to
analyse a supply chain can be found. In this paragraph an explanation of – and models for supply
chain analysis are introduced.

Supply chain analysis models are used to get a better understanding of an existing supply chain.
With the modelled information a supply chain can be improved or it can be used for
benchmarking. For example: what are the strong and weak points in a chain and why? And how
can this be used to improve or implement in another chain? To analyze supply chains, tools are
needed that support an adequate description, modelling and evaluation (Sürie and Wagner,
2008). According to Sürie and Wagner (2008), the focus on processes instead of functions in a
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supply chain has lead to great results. Therefore also during the analysis of a chain, one should
follow the flow of goods and information. By following and mapping the flows of information and
goods from the beginning to the end of the chain, all stages are noticed and described. Obviously
it is important to be very precise and take care of the situations where more units are involved;
i.e. between two actors.
Since supply chains consist of several units, they are often very complex. The importance of an
overview of the hierarchical structure of the processes in the supply chain is not hard to imagine.
By mapping the processes in the supply chain, one can see the critical points and complex
situations. This process chain notation was primarily introduced by Kuhn in 1995 (Brause and
Kaczmarek 2001, Arns et al. 2002 in Sürie and Wagner 2008). As Sürie and Wager (2008) state:
‘...a hierarchical structure allows to model different parts of the supply chain in different levels of
detail allowing to focus on the most important sub-processes’. Since some situations in a supply
chain are more complicated or sensitive for errors –or in the case of the Chilean-Dutch table
grape chain: losses-, one can present those situations in the smallest detail.

Where in a supply chain raw materials are converted into final products, according to Beamon
(1998) a supply chain consists of two basic processes: (1) the production, planning and inventory
control process and (2) the distribution and logistics process. These processes interact and the
coordination and level up to which they are collaborating, shows the extent to which the supply
chain works and meets predefined objectives.
To model the activities within the mentioned processes, Beamon (1998) summarized several
models. In table 6, on page 20, a selection of those models can be found. Although these models
provide much information about supply chains, they mainly focus on the optimization of a supply
chain (minimization of costs, maximizing efficiency) instead of just describing the chain.

Previous supply chain analyses show that, when analysing a supply chain, one can look at this
from different points of view. Vasileiou (2006) focussed on economical, social and environmental
elements during a research about the sustainability of the supply chain of fresh potatoes in
Britain, while Gereffi (2005) concentrated on the importance of the governance structures in
global chains. Meanwhile, in their research about South African table grapes, Ras and Vermeulen
(2009) developed a model which explains the business performance with characteristics of
entrepreneurship. This model is about ‘the perspective of developing countries on the supply side
of global value chains, being able to commit business-to-business standards’ (Ras and Vermeulen,
2009). The focus there is more on laws, requirements and restrictions in the chain. Another focus
can be seen in the research of Zúñiga-Arias (2007). In his research about the mango supply chain
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of Costa Rica, socio-economic elements, production process characteristics and agency
perceptions were taken into account. Although those different models and approaches teach us
much about supply chains, one –the by far most widespread process model- was especially
designed for the modelling of supply chains. The SCOR model –Supply Chain Operations
References- is a tool for representing, analyzing and configuring supply chains.
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Table 6: Overview of supply chain analysis models provided by Beamon

Source (in Beamon, 1998)

Name

Description

Williams (1981)

Seven heuristic algorithms for scheduling Determine a minimum-cost production and/or product distribution schedule that
production and distribution operations in an satisfies final product demand. Performance are compared and recommendations
(assembly) SC network (deterministic).

Williams (1983)

Dynamic

programming

algorithm

are made on the bases of solution quality and network structure.
for Minimize the average cost per period over an infinite horizon

simultaneously determining the production
and distribution batch size (deterministic).
Ishii et al. (1988)

Model to determine the base stock levels and Stock levels and lead times are determined to prevent stock out and minimize
lead times associated with the lowest cost obsolete inventory at each point. (Pull-type ordering system with linear (and
solution for an integrated SC on a finite known) demand processes.
horizon (deterministic).

Camm et al. (1997)

Integer programming model, based on an Determine the location of distribution centers (DC’s) and assign those selected
uncapacitated facility location formulation DC’s to customer zones.
(deterministic).

Lee et al. (1993)

Stochastic,

periodic

review,

order-up-to- Design the product and production processes that are suitable for different market

inventory model to develop a procedure for segments that result in the lowest cost and highest customer service levels overall.
process localization in the SC (stochastic)
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Stochastic mathematical model describing the Stochastic analytical models describing four cases of the bullwhip effect (demand
‘Bullwhip effect’ (stochastic).

signal processing, rationing game, order batching and price variations) and show
how these causes contribute to the effect.

Christy and Grout (1994)

Economic, game-theoretic framework for 2x2 supply chain ‘relationship matrix’. Used to identify under which each type of
modelling the buyer-supplier relationship in relationship is desired, define relative risks for buyer/supplier and techniques for
the SC (economic).

modelling the buyer-supplier relationship.

Towill (1991) and Towill et Simulation techniques to evaluate the effects Determine which strategies are the most effective in smoothing the variations in
al. (1992)

of various supply chain strategies on demand the demand pattern.
amplification (simulation)
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5.2. SCOR
According to Trienekens (2010) a process can be defined as ‘an activity that transforms or changes
input into new output’ and a process map is a ‘graphic representation of a system’. ‘It contains a
sequence of steps that are performed to produce some desired output’ (Trienekens, 2010).
Process mapping is used to make the complex situation of a supply chain more visible. With help
of a process map, one gains more insight in lead- and throughput time, resources used,
information exchange, quality aspects, environmental aspects, etc.
An example of a model to make a process map is the SCOR-model. SCOR stands for Supply Chain
Operations Reference. It aims at providing standard terminology for the description of supply
chains. This model is developed by the Supply Chain Council (SCC), which is an independent nonprofit corporation, organized in 1996 by a consulting firm (Pittiglio Rabin Todd & McGrath
(PRTM)) and a market research firm (Advanced Manufacturing Research (AMR)) (Sürie and
Wagner, 2008, Trienekens 2010, SCC, 2008).

With the SCOR-model, the SCC wanted to ‘develop a standard process model, enabling effective
communication among the supply chain partners’ (Supply-chain council, 2010). This because the
use of different terms in different companies can cause miscommunication. By using a standard
terminology, the communication between the units in a supply chain can be improved.
In the SCOR-model the SCC defined standard descriptions of management processes. With those
standard descriptions and a framework of relationships among the standard processes, a clear
overview of a supply chain can be created. The SCC recommends to model a supply chain from
the suppliers’ supplier to the customers’ customer. By doing this and by following the flow of
information and goods the whole chain is studied. With standard metrics defined by the SSC, the
process performance can be measured. According to Trienekens (2010) and the SCC (2005) it is
important to realize the fact that SCOR covers:
All customer interactions (from order entry through paid invoice)
All product transactions (physical material and service)
All market interactions, from the understanding of aggregate demand to the fulfilment of
each order
But that it does not describe every business process or activity:
Marketing
Research and Development
(Parts of) post delivery customer support
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In the SCOR model, four hierarchic levels in a supply chain are defined. By analyzing these levels
(process types, process categories, process elements and implementation), better insight in the
supply chain is gained. Each level goes more into details; level one is broad, level four is very
detailed. Because the fourth level (implementation) differs per organization, this level is not
covered in the standard analysis of the model and should be defined for each different
organization. In the following paragraphs the levels one, two and three are described, following
Supply Chain Council 2002, Trienekens (2010) and Sürie and Wagner (2008).

Level 1: Standard processes
According to the SCC, level one ‘provides a balanced horizontal (cross-process) and vertical
(hierarchical) view’. This level consists of five elementary process types: Plan, Source, Make,
Deliver and Return. Because of the broad overview given in level 1, the scope and content for the
SCOR model if defined (SSC, 2008). The five process types show both the operational and strategic
activities. In figure 6 an overview of the five types can be seen. The definitions of the five process
types –defined by the SCC- are given in table 7 on page 24 (SCC, 2008).

Figure 6: Overview of level 1 of the SCOR model. Source: SCC, 2008

According to Huang et al. (2005) and the SCC (2008) at level one ‘the basis of competition is
defined and broad guidelines are provided to meet the competition’. The tasks that need to be
done at this level provide an overview of the supply chain.
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Table 7: Definition of the process types of level 1 defined by the SCC.

Type

Description

Plan

Processes that balance aggregate demand and supply to develop a course of action
which best meets sourcing, production and delivery requirements

Source

Processes that procure goods and services to meet planned or actual demand

Make

Processes that transform product to a finished state to meet planned or actual demand

Deliver Processes that provide finished goods and services to meet planned or actual demand,
typically including order management, transportation management, and distribution
management
Return

Processes associated with returning or receiving returned products for any reason.
These processes extend into post-delivery customer support

Level 2: Configuration level
According to the Huang et al. (2005) level two ‘defines different categories within the level one
processes’. ‘At this level, processes are configured in line with supply chain strategy. At level two,
internal redundancies can be identified and eliminated’ (Huang et al., 2005). The SCC (2008)
states: ‘companies implement their operations strategy through the configuration they choose for
their supply chain.’ With the help of level two, issues like overlapping planning processes,
duplicated purchases and delayed customer orders can be found (Sürie and Wagner, 2008, Huang
et al., 2008). Level two already goes into further detail than level one. This level is used to
‘simplify the supply chain and enhance its overall flexibility’ (Huang et al., 2008). At level two, the
processes of level 1 are decomposed into process categories. In the ‘configuration toolkit’,
provided by the SSC, the different process categories in relation to the process types of level one
are presented. This ‘toolkit’ is shown in figure 7 on page 25. With this toolkit, all supply chains can
be represented. An explanation of the abbreviations of the process categories can be found in
table 8 on page 26. An example of a graphic overview made with the process categories is shown
in figure 8 on page 26.
According to Huang et al. (2008) level 2 is used to consider ‘market constraints, product
constraints and company constraints to configure the inter- and intra-company process
categories.’ The process categories are assigned to a SCOR process type; planning, execution or
enable. These processes are described by Sürie and Wagner (2008) and the SCC (2008). The
explanations of Sürie and Wagner (2008) are given below:
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Planning: Process categories assigned to planning support the allocation of resources to the
expected demand. They incorporate balancing of supply and demand in an adequate planning
horizon. Generally, these processes are executed periodically. They directly influence the
supply chain’s flexibility in respect to changes in demand.
Execution. Execution process categories are those triggered by planned or current demand. In
the SCOR-model, they regularly incorporate scheduling and sequencing as well as
transforming and/or transporting products. The process types source, make and deliver have
three different possible capabilities of representing and responding to customer orders. (e. g.
make-to-stock, make-to order and engineer-to-order). Execution process categories depict
the core processes of a supply chain.
Enable. Process categories assigned to enable are support processes for the other process
categories. They prepare, preserve and control the flow of information and the relations
between the other processes.

Figure 7: SCOR configuration toolkit
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Table 8: Explanation of the abbreviations of the process categories of level 2

Notation and process category
P1 Plan supply chain
P2 Plan source
P3 Plan make
P4 Plan deliver
P5 Plan return
EP Enable plan

D1 Deliver stocked products
D2 Deliver made-to-order products
D3 Deliver engineered-to-order products
D4 Deliver retail products
ED Enable deliver

S1 Source stocked products
S2 Source make-to-order products
S3 Source engineer-to-order products
ES Enable source

SR1 Source Return Defective Product
SR2 Source Return MRO Product (Maintenance,
Repairs, Operating)
SR3 Source Return Excess Product
ER Source Enable return

M1 Make-to-stock
M2 Make-to-order
M3 Engineer-to-order
EM Enable make

DR1 Deliver Return defective product
DR2 Deliver Return MRO product (Maintenance,
Repairs, Operating)
DR3 Deliver Return excess product

Figure 8: Example of an overview of level 2. Source: SCC, 2008
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Level 3: Process element level
According to the SCC (2008) ‘level 3 defines a company’s ability to compete successfully in its
chosen markets’. Huang (2005) states that level three ‘allows businesses to define in detail the
processes and identifies performance metrics and best practices for each activity’. Sürie and
Wagner (2008) explain that the process categories (level 2) are decomposed into process
elements. An example of the process elements defined in level 3 can be found in table 9 on page
28. This shows the definitions of the process categories and its process elements of the return
process categories, provided by the SCC (2009).
The process elements are decomposed on the fourth level. Companies implement their specific
practices at this level. Because this differs per company, level four will not be explained here.
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Table 9: Definitions of process elements of level 3

Level 1 Return

Level 2

SR1
Source
Return
Defective
Product

DR1
Deliver
Return
Defective
Product

SR2
Source
Return
MRO
Product

DR2
Deliver
Return
MRO
Product

SR3
Source
Return
Excess
Product

DR3
Deliver
Return
Excess
Product

Level 3

SR1.1:
Identify
Defective
Product
Condition

DR1.1:
Authorize
Defective
Product
Return

SR2.1:
Identify
MRO
Product
Condition

DR2.1:
Authorize
MRO
Product
Return

SR3.1:
Identify
Excess
Product
Condition

DR3.1:
Authorize
Excess
Product
Return

SR1.2:
Disposition
Defective
Product

DR1.2:
Schedule
Defective
Return
Receipt

SR2.2:
Disposition
MRO
Product

DR2.2:
Schedule
MRO
Return
Receipt

SR3.2:
Disposition
Excess
Product

DR3.2:
Schedule
Excess
Return
Receipt

Level 3

SR1.3:
Request
Defective
Product
Return
Authorization

DR1.3:
Receive
Defective
Product
(includes
verify)

SR2.3:
Request
MRO Return
Authorization

DR2.3:
Receive
MRO
Product
(includes
verify)

SR3.3:
Request
Excess
Product
Return
Authorization

DR3.3:
Receive
Excess
Product
(includes
verify)

Level 3

SR1.4:
Schedule
Defective
Product
Shipment

DR1.4:
Transfer
Defective
Product

SR2.4:
Schedule
MRO
Shipment

DR2.4:
Transfer
MRO
Product

SR3.4:
Schedule
Excess
Product
Shipment

DR3.4:
Transfer
Excess
Product

Level 3

SR1.5:
Return
Defective
Product

Level 3

SR2.5:
Return
MRO
Product

SR3.5:
Return Excess
Product
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The application of the SCOR model in this research
After the theoretical explanation of the SCOR model, the following part gives an explanation
about the application of the SCOR model in this research. This model is chosen because of several
reasons. As described before, with the help of the SCOR model, supply chains can be represented,
analyzed and configured, which means that a general overview of the chain can be created. As the
description in this model is done with standard terms, no miscommunication between the actors
in the chain should occur. By using the standard terms, the information should be equally
interpreted. The clear overview and the possibility to focus on different levels of detail in this
model are other reasons why this model is chosen. Since the goal of this research is to find the
location, reason and value of the losses in the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain, a focus on
different levels of detail is needed to analyse the losses.
The practical use of the SCOR model is described to explain how the model can be used in this
research.
Sürie and Wagner (2008) explain that the SSC defined a 7 steps-procedure to apply the SCOR
model to a supply chain. Huang et al. (2005) state that there are only four steps to follow but this
is a very brief explanation. Therefore in this paragraph the seven steps of the SSC, described in
Sürie and Wagner (2008) will be presented.
Step 1: Define the business unit to be configured. [In this research the Chilean-Dutch table grape
chain]
Step 2: Geographically place entities that are involved in source, make, deliver and return process
types. Not only locations of a single business, but also locations of suppliers (and suppliers’
suppliers) and customers (and customers’ customers) should be denoted.
Step 3: Enter the major flows of materials as directed arcs between locations of entities.
Step 4: Assign and link the most important source, make, deliver and return processes categories
to each location (see figure 9).
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Figure 9: Example results of step 4. Source: SSC (2002) in Sürie and Wagner (2008)

Step 5: Define partial process chains of the (modelled) supply chain (e. g. for distinct product
families). A partial process chain is a sequence of processes that are planned for a single ‘P1’
planning process category.

Step 6: Enter planning process categories (‘P2’–‘P5’) using dashed lines to illustrate the
assignment of execution to planning process categories (Figure 8 on page 26).

Step 7: Define a top-level ’P1’ planning process if possible, i.e. a planning process category that
coordinates two or more partial process chains.

By following these seven steps, information will be entered in the SCOR level 1 and 2 to present
the Chilean-Dutch supply chain. Hereafter level 3 will be used to zoom in on the return process
categories.
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Summary

Because of the different climates in Chile, it is a good country for the cultivation of table grapes.
The length of the country (4300 km) results in an availability of grapes during a period from
December till August. The economy of Chile depends strongly on the export of fruits. In 2009 the
exports were $53.74 billion. Looking at the Netherlands, the Dutch economy was ranked 9th in
2009 based on imports. In the season 08/09 over 218.000 ton of grapes were exported from Chile
to Europe, of which over 42% was imported in the Netherlands. The Netherlands is able to handle
and transit large imports from all over the world, because the seaport in Rotterdam is the fourth
largest in the world. Because over 40% of the fruit exports from Chile to Europe cover table
grapes and because the Dutch government wants to improve the (international) fresh supply
chains, the importance of a reduction of losses in the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain is
highlighted once more.
Stadtler (2008) states that ‘in a broad sense a supply chain consists of two or more legally
separated organizations, being linked by material, information and financial flows. These
organizations may be firms producing parts, components and end products, logistic service
providers and even the (ultimate) customer himself’. Several models to analyze supply chains
exist, but the by far most widespread model is the SCOR (Supply Chain Operations References)
model. With standard terminology this model is a tool for the representation, analysis and
configuration of supply chains. In this research the SCOR model is chosen to analyse the ChileanDutch chain of table grapes because it generates a general overview and uses standard
terminology which stimulates an equal interpretation. Another reason for the use of this model is
the possibility to focus on different levels of detail. Since the goal of this research is to find the
location, reason and value of the losses in the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain, a focus on
different levels of detail is needed to analyse the losses.
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Part 2: Empirical research
This second part of this report is called Empirical research. In the following chapters the content
of the research is described. In this part the information from part I is now assumed as familiar to
the reader. Part II describes the research (chapter 1) with the research objective, research
questions and research framework. The materials and methods (2), results (3), conclusion (4),
recommendation and discussion (5) and references (6) are also covered in this part.

1. Research
In this chapter the conducted research is described. First the objective is explained (paragraph
1.1) To achieve this objective four research questions are stated. Those questions are described in
paragraph 1.2. In paragraph 1.3 the framework in which this research is done is presented.
1.1.

Research objective

As can been concluded from last years, sustainability in fresh supply chains has become an
important issue (Vasileiou and Morris, 2006). This was also shown by the World Commission on
Environment and Development in the concept of Sustainable Development. The concept aimed to
determine ‘how the needs of the present human generation can be met without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their needs’ (WCED, 1987). Looking at this description,
the reduction of losses in the chain, can be related to the need to make the chain more
sustainable.
Where the final purpose is a sustainable value chain of table grapes from Chile to the
Netherlands, this project aims to detect where in the table grape chain losses occur, why these
losses occur and to define the value of these losses. Aim of this research is to contribute to the
development of a more valuable table grape chain from local Chilean producers to Dutch
consumers via retailers.

1.2.

Research questions

To achieve the objective of this research, four research questions are constructed. To answer
these questions, literature and statistics will be analyzed and interviews will be conducted. The
questions used to complete the research and gain more information about the losses in the chain,
are the following:
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Question 1 (Q1):
How is the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain organized?
With the help of literature and interviews an overview of the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain will
be made.

Question 2 (Q2):
What are losses in the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain and how can the losses be measured?
To define the losses in the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain, the concept of losses should be
defined first. This question will be answered with help of literature and interviews.

Question 3 (Q3):
Where and why do losses occur in the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain?
With the help of Q1 and Q2, literature and interviews the location and reason of losses in the
Chilean-Dutch table grape chain will be defined.

Question 4 (Q4):
What is the value of losses in the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain?
With the help of interviews, literature and Q3 (an estimation of) the value of losses in the ChileanDutch table grape chain will be quantified

1.3.

Research framework

At page 34 the research framework (figure 10) of this research can be found. It has an upside
down pyramid shape. This represents the fact that the research starts broadly and will be more
detailed as research continues. In the framework the research questions as described in
paragraph 1.2 are presented in the white boxes. The arrows from and to the questions show that
answers on previous questions are used to answer new questions. With the help of this
framework one can easily see what is needed to achieve the objective and in which order the
answers will be found.
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Sub question 1 (Q1): How is the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain organized?(Literature+ interviews)

Sub question 2 (Q2):What are losses in the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain and how can the
losses be measured? (Literature + interviews)

Sub question 3 (Q3): Where and why do losses occur in the Chilean-Dutch
table grape chain?(Q1 +Q2 + interviews)

Sub question 4 (Q4): What is the value of the losses in the
Chilean-Dutch table grape chain? (Q3 + Interviews)

Objective: Detect where in the table grape chain losses can be identified, why these losses occur and define the value of the losses (Q3+Q4))

Figure 10: Research framework
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2. Materials and methods
In this chapter the methodology employed to achieve the objective of this research is discussed in
detail. The main aim of this report is to provide the participants of the chain with (1) a clear
description of the Chilean-Dutch supply chain of table grapes with an indication where losses
occur; (2) reasons why losses in the chain occur, (3) an indication of the value of the losses in the
chain and (4) recommendations how to decrease (the value of) the losses.
The first step to achieve the aim of this research was to provide a solid (theoretical) background
about Chile, the Netherlands, the cultural differences between those countries, supply chains and
supply chain analysis. In this context, the SCOR-model (SSC, 2008) provides a framework in which
the chain can be modelled. The first aim of the empirical research is to gain information to model
the supply chain and to create a background on the knowledge of losses. The second aim of the
empirical research is to define the reason, location and value of the losses and to formulate
recommendations for the actors in the chain with regards the decrease of losses in the ChileanDutch table grape chain.
In paragraph 2.1 the approach of the theoretical framework and the interviews is presented.
Hereafter, paragraph 2.2 shows the design of the interviews. The data collection is described in
paragraph 2.3. The final paragraph (2.4) shows how the data is analyzed.
2.1.

Approach

As described in part I chapter 5, the SCOR-model is used to generate a clear overview of the
Chilean-Dutch supply chain of table grapes. This model is used to model many different chains.
With the SCOR model one can represent, analyze and configure supply chains with different levels
of detail. In this case the focus can be on the most important sub-processes (Sürie and Wagner,
2008). In order to apply the SCOR model on the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain, empirical
research is needed. To gain information about the activities in the chain and fill in the SCORmodel, interviews were held with growers & exporters, exporters, importers and retailers. Those
actors were chosen because the activities provided by these actors were mentioned as the actors
at whom losses occur. The orientation interviews were held to get an idea about the background
of the chain and to find out in which part of the chain losses occurred. After these orientation
interviews, the questions for the following up interviews were fine-tuned and the actors were
approached. With the interviews basic information about the background of the chain and losses
was gained, but also the vision on the location, reason and value of the losses from different
actors in the chain. To gain information to fill in the SCOR model and to be able to get insight in
the chain, the following topics were addressed in the empirical part of this thesis:
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1. Physical chain of the grapes
2. The importance and power of the different actors in the chain
3. Communication between the different actors in the chain
4. The knowledge about and background of the losses in the chain
5. The influence of the environment on the chain
6. The number of- and solutions for the losses in the chain

The empirical part in this thesis is related to the knowledge and background of losses in the
Chilean-Dutch table grape chain. It contributes to knowledge of the Chilean-Dutch table grape
chain and recommendations for the actors to minimize losses in this chain on the one hand, while
giving recommendations for further research on the other hand. By definition, explorative
research is characterized as qualitative research. This means that the results are interpreted in
words rather than making use of statistical analysis.
2.2.

Design interviews

The interview consisted of 15 questions. Table 10 on page 37 provides an overview of the main
topics in the interview. The actual interview is depicted in Appendix I.
Only open questions were used in the interviews. This was decided to give the interviewees the
room to use their own vision instead of guiding them into a previous expected direction. The
questions were defined on base of the different elements of the SCOR-model. Based on the
interviews the SCOR model could be filled in.
The data gained through the interviews contributed to the answer the questions and the
formulation of suitable recommendations for the actors in the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain.
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Table 10: Overview of the main topics in the interview.

Category

Subject

General

Questions related to the firm’s business and the knowledge of the supply
chain.

Chain governance

Questions related to the power and importance of each actor in the chain.

Communication

Questions related to the communication between the different actors in
the chain.

Pricing

Questions related to the use of pricing in the firm.

Environment

Questions related to the influence of the environment of the number of
losses.

Losses

Questions related to the description, location, reason, responsibility, value
of and solution for the losses in the chain.

2.3.

Data collection

For the empirical research, the grower & exporter, exporter, importer and retailer were chosen as
a focus of this study (see green boxes in figure 11). The schematic representation of the ChileanDutch table grape chain shows that the grower and exporter can operate as separated actors or
combined as one actor.

Grower

Exporter

Transporter

Importer

Retailer

Consumer

Grower & Exporter

Chile

The Netherlands

Figure 11: Schematic representation of the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain

As can be seen from the white boxes in figure 11, growers, transporters and consumers were
excluded from this case study. Growers –who only produce and not export- were not included
because this growers produce often small amounts of grapes. According to an expert at INIA
(Instituto de Investigaciones Agropecuarias; agricultural research institute of the Chilean Ministry
of Agriculture) the grower & exporter companies have a sufficient level of knowledge about the
losses at grower level and the information gained during the interviews with these actors
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represents adequate information on the grower level. Transporters are not included due to a lack
of response. Consumers are not involved as the losses that occur at consumer level cannot be
influenced by the actors in the chain: when the consumers treat the fruit badly, it is their fault.
Although losses may be substantial at this level, the consumers already paid for the grapes and
therefore do not influence the money flow in the chain.
The sources of information for this study are:

1. Interviews with grower & exporters, exporters, importers and retailers
2. Interviews with the chairman of the board of the ASOEX (Chilean exporters association) and
the general chairman of FDF (Fundación para el Desarrollo Frutícola)
3. Interviews with an expert from INIA

For the initial respondent selection different sources were used. For the selection of the growers
and exporters the contacts of INIA were used. Since the institute has well developed connections
with actors in the chain, these contacts were used to approach different growers and exporters.
The data of Eximfruit (2009) was used to verify which exporters export fruit to The Netherlands
(and Europe in general) to make sure the interviewees have knowledge about this chain. There
are cases in which the company of the interviewee does not export to the Netherlands, but to
countries in (Eastern or Central) Europe. Although these companies do not comply to the main
criteria, it is expected that the data generated from these companies is also relevant and could be
generalized for the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain. The main criteria for the participation in this
study was –for the growers and exporters- that the respondents grow for and/or export to the
European market, with a preference for companies who work for the Dutch market. Since the
time span of this research was parallel with the (start) of the grapes season, there was a time
constraint. For this reason not all contacted growers and exporters could participate in the
interviews. The contacts from INIA provided eight growers and exporters who matched the
criteria. From this group of respondents six were able to participate in the interviews (three
growers & exporters and three exporters). Via the network of an importer one extra exporter was
contacted who participated in the interviews.
With help of the connections of mr. P. Zuurbier and INIA, the ASOEX (Chilean Exporters
Association), Fedefruta (Fruit Producers Association) and FDF (Foundation for Fruit Development)
were contacted. The ASOEX and FDF participated in an interview.
The selection of the importers was done with help of the export data yearbook (2010) of the
ASOEX. This book gives information about the exporters/importers/products/amounts from and
to Chile. In this book 27 Dutch importers of table grapes were listed. Since some only imported
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small amounts (less than 111.7 thousand boxes) those were not contacted based on advise of an
expert of INIA. From the fourteen importers contacted, nine importers responded. Two did not
have the opportunity to participate in an interview due to travelling during the research period,
one did not want to participate. At transport level, no actors wanted to participate in this
research. Two big transporters were contacted but both refused to participate. At retail level one
respondent was contacted via private connections. The other retailer was approached on the
advice of the other retailer.

2.4.

Data analysis

According to Hycner (1985) the importance in the analyses of data gained from interviews, is
‘using the matrices of that person's world-view in order to understand the meaning of what that
person is saying, rather than what the researcher expects that person to say.’ To get a good
overview of the information gained during the interview and to analyse this data, Hycner (1985)
discovered the following steps:

Transcription of the interviews
Bracketing and phenomenological reduction of the interviews (make sure you understand the
viewpoint of the interviewee)
Listen to/read the interview again to understand the whole
Delineate units of general meaning (crystallize and condensate what the participant has said,
using literal words of the participant)
Delineate units of meaning relevant to the research question
Eliminate redundancies (what is relevant?)

After these steps, the main themes from the interviews can be found. These main themes help to
summarize the information given by interviewees. These summaries are explained and processed
into the SCOR model to get an overview of the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain. With this
information conclusions regarding the location, reason and value of the losses will be made.
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3. Results
This chapter provides information regarding the issues described in the previous chapter. Through
this information, insight in the (location, reason and value of the losses in the) Chilean-Dutch table
grape chain is obtained.
Because of the extensive nature and anonymous character of the interviews, only a summary of
the answers given by the different actors is presented in appendix II. In this chapter the answers
are described more in detail.
With help of the first 2 levels of the SCOR model, an overview of the Chilean-Dutch table grape
chain will be presented. However, first the results of the question ‘How would you define losses?’
(interview question 6) are presented. This was an important question during the interviews
because when talking about losses, not all actors refer to the same definition of ‘a loss’. To find
the location, reason and value of losses in the Chilean-Dutch chain of table grapes, the term losses
should be defined first.
Definitions for losses given during the interviews were for example: ‘decay of fruit due to fungus’,
‘bad fruit at the end of the chain’ and ‘fruit which cannot be exported’. These definitions focus on
the quality of the grapes. Other definitions given were ‘less than I expected’ and ’less return than
could have been achieved’. These descriptions refer more to the business or commercial side of
the losses. In addition, several interviewees indicated that losses occurred by a combination of
these two areas. For example: ‘losses are waste (shrinkage) and less returns than expected’ and
‘quality and condition problems and less money than expected’.
When analyzing literature, Martínez-Romero et al. (2003), Valverde et al. (2005) and Crisosto et
al. (2001) all refer to quality problems when talking about losses in table grapes. They explain that
the main raisons of quality losses is Botrytis cinere which is a fungus problem and stem browning
due to water loss.
As explained in paragraph 5.2 in part I, standard terminology is used in the SCOR model to assure
a consistent interpretation during the analysis. For this reason during the interviews and in the
overview presented in this chapter, losses are defined as: the amount of turnover that is not
gained due to the return of grapes which quality cannot meet the requirements.
In chapter 4 of this part (Conclusion and discussion) will be gone in further detail about the
concept ‘losses’.
In the following paragraphs, first level 1 and 2 of the SCOR model are presented (3.1 and 3.2).
Paragraph 3.3 will give an explanation of the different interview topics and level 3 of the SCOR
model will be presented in paragraph 3.4.
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3.1. Level 1
The answers of interview question 2 and literature about export of Chilean table grapes (Chilean
Servicio Agricola y Ganadero (SAG) in Commonwealth of Australia, 2003) are presented with help
of level 1 of the SCOR model. Level 1 provides a balanced horizontal (cross-process) and vertical
(hierarchical) view of the supply chain (SSC, 2008). It will present a general overview of the
Chilean-Dutch table grape chain. In figure 12 the legend of the elements used in the overview of
level 1, presented in on page 42, are given.

Figure 12: Legend of elements used in the overview of level 1

The oval shows which actor
handles at this level. The dashed
rectangle shows which activities
belong to this actor

ACTOR

Plan, Source, Make,
Deliver

Plan, Source, Make and Deliver
processes

Return
Return process

Order of activities

When looking at page 42, one can see a general overview of the Chilean-Dutch supply chain of
table grapes. The chain starts with the grower (& exporter) and –in this research- ends with the
supermarket/retailer. As described before, consumers do not directly influence the money flow
related to losses in the chain. Therefore they are not included in the overview.
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Grower &Exporter
Exporter

Source: Trees,
packing material,
people, pesticides,
etc.

Transporter

Source: Packed and
cooled grapes in
containers and
pallets

Part II

Plan: Estimate demand,
people, weather, etc.

Make: Grow
grapes, harvest,
select, clean, pack,
cool at 0°

Deliver: Packed
and cooled grapes
to the port

Return: Low quality
grapes, raisins and
wine to domestic
market

Plan: Sufficient number of vessels,
loading schedule, people

Make: Load
containers and
pallets into
vessels

Deliver: After sea
transit (21-26 days)
cooled grapes in containers and on pallets

Return: low
quality grapes to
domestic market
or waste

Importer
Plan: Sufficient amount of
supplies for markets, room in
cold storage

Source: Packed,
cooled and
transported grapes

Retailer/
Supermarket

Source: Packed,
cooled, transported
grapes

Make: Control the
grapes, store in
cold storage

Deliver: Cooled
grapes to DC’s of
retailers inland

Return: Low quality
grapes to domestic
markets or waste

Plan: sufficient number of
supplies and demand

Make: keep grapes
in storage, display in
shelves, sell fruit to
final customer

Deliver: Single
boxes of grapes
to final customer

Return: Low
quality grapes to
waste
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3.2. Level 2
To describe the details acquired during the interviews about the process categories of the
Chilean-Dutch table grape chain, the answers on interview question 2 are further explored. This
will be presented with help of level 2 of the SCOR model. Level 2 ‘defines different categories
within the level one processes’ (Huang et al., 2005). With help of the ‘configuration toolkit’,
provided by the SSC, the information is entered in the second level This ‘toolkit’ can be found in
figure 7. The explanation of the abbreviations of the process categories can be found in table 7.
In figure 13 the legend of the elements used in the overview of level 2, presented in figure 14 on
page 44, are presented. In table 11 until table 14 an explanation of the process categories per
actor is given.

P1

Process categories

Flow of information

M2

DR1

Process categories where the physical
product is involver

Return of product

Flow of goods

Separation of the activities per actor

Figure 13: Legend of elements used in the overview of level 2
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P1

P2

P3

S1

M1

S2

M2

SR1

P1

P1

P4

P2

D2

S2

DR1

SR1

Grower & Exporter

P3

M2

Transporter

P4

P2

D2

S2

DR1

SR1

P3

M2

P1

P4

D2

DR1

Importer

P2

P3

P4

M1

D1

S2

DR1/3

SR1/3

Retailer

Figure 14: Overview of level 2
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Table 11: Explanation of elements of level 2 for grower & exporter

Element

General explanation by

Explanation in the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain

SSC
P1

Plan supply chain

Planning how much grapes can be grown this season
based on experience from the past, weather
forecasts, transporters, importers and market
demand

P2

Plan source

Planning of sourcing the materials needed (trees,
packaging, people, space, transport etc.)

P3

Plan make

Planning of growing and processing of the grapes

P4

Plan deliver

Planning of delivery and transport of the grapes to
the port

S1

Source stocked products

Sourcing of products that are used for more years:
trees, materials, machines, people, knowledge, etc.

M1

Make-to-stock

Making of products for future usage, e.g. planting of
new trees

S2

M2

Source-make-to-order

Sourcing of products to grow grapes for the markets;

products

trees, packaging, people, space, transport, etc.

Make-to-order

Growing, harvesting, selecting, cleaning, packing and
cooling of the grapes

D2

SR1

Deliver-made-to-order-

Transport of grapes in a cool truck to the port where

products

the grapes will be kept at 0° till they got loaded

Return defective products

Source the grapes which do not meet the quality
requirements

DR1

Return defective products

Deliver the grapes which do not meet the quality
requirements to the domestic market or processing
companies to be used for wine or as raisins
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Table 12: Explanation of elements of level 2 for transporter

Element

General explanation by

Explanation in the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain

SSC
P1

Plan supply chain

Planning of transport activities based on the
information from the growers & exporters and
importers

P2

Plan source

Planning of amount, time and to which location the
grapes are delivered

P3

Plan make

Planning of the handling of the grapes in the port;
which grapes in which boat, at what time, etc.

P4

Plan deliver

Planning of transit of the grapes to port of arrival

S2

Source-make-to-order

Sourcing of pallets and containers with grapes from

products

different growers & exporters

Make-to-order

Handling of the grapes; loading of the vessels and

M2

cooled sea transit
D2

SR1

Deliver-made-to-order-

Delivery and unloading of the cooled grapes at the

products

port of arrival

Return defective products

Source grapes which cannot meet the quality
requirements

DR1

Return defective products

Return grapes which cannot meet the quality
requirements to grower & exporter before loading
into a vessel
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Table 13: Explanation of elements of level 2 for importer

Element

General explanation by SSC

Explanation in the Chilean-Dutch table grape
chain

P1

Plan supply chain

Planning of activities based on the information
from the growers & exporters, transporters and
retailers

P2

Plan source

Planning of amount and time that the grapes are
delivered

P3

Plan make

Planning of handling of the grapes at arrival; which
grapes from which boat in which cool house, at
what time, etc.

P4

Plan deliver

Planning of delivery of the grapes to different
markets at different times etc.

S2

Source-make-to-order products

Sourcing of pallets and containers of grapes from
the transporter

M2

Make-to-order

Handling of the grapes; unloading vessels and
store the grapes at the cool houses

D2

Deliver-made-to-order-products

Delivery of the cooled grapes to the different DC’s
of the retailers

SR1

Return defective products

Source grapes which cannot meet the quality
requirements

DR1

Return defective products

Deliver grapes which cannot meet the quality
requirements to domestic markets, fresh product
handling or waste
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Table 14: Explanation of elements of level 2 for retailer

Element

General explanation by

Explanation in the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain

SSC
P1

Plan supply chain

Planning of the handling and selling of grapes

P2

Plan source

Planning at what time and in what amount the grapes
get delivered

P3

Plan make

Plan the storage and shelf display of the grapes

P4

Plan deliver

Plan selling of the grapes

S2

Source-make-to-order

Source packed, cooled, transported grapes

products
M1

Make-to-stock

Keep grapes in storage and display in shelves

D1

Deliver stocked products

Sell fruit to final customer

SR1/3

Return defective products
Return Excess Products

Source grapes which cannot meet the quality
requirements (due to decay or oversupply)

Return Defective Products

Deliver grapes which cannot meet the quality

Return Excess Products

requirements (due to decay or oversupply) to waste

DR1/3
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3.3. Interview topics
When looking at the main topics from the interviews (general, chain governance, communication,
pricing, environment and losses; see explanation per topic in table 10 on page 37) one can see
that for the general description of the chain and the description of losses, information related to
the topics general and losses was used.
After describing the general background of the chain and before zooming in to level 3, the
answers on the questions per topic are discussed.

Topic 1: Losses (questions related to the description, location, reason, responsibility, value of and
solution for the losses in the chain)
At the beginning of this chapter the response of the different actors about the description of
losses was explained. There was no pattern in the interpretation of losses and the location of the
actor in the chain: different actors defined losses differently.
When looking at the location where losses in the chain occur, different locations were mentioned.
Four actors stated that the cool chain was the most important location for the occurrence of
losses. The cool chain starts immediately after harvesting when the temperature of the fruit is set
at 0° Celsius. Hereafter the fruit is cooled until it is sold in the supermarket. The fruit is
transported in cooled trucks and vessels and when the fruit has to wait until it can be transported,
it is kept in cool houses. Looking at the occurrence of losses during the cool chain, most important
was the (un)loading of the vessels in the port. When the temperature outside the
trucks/containers differs from the vessels, the temperature of the grapes will change. When it is
colder outside, the influence will not be too substantial, but when it is warmer outside you get
condensation. This makes the grapes more susceptible for mildew and rot. Another location
mentioned was at the Dutch side. The losses can occur here because of a lack of knowledge. For
example the transport and storage of grapes together with other products which need other
cooling facilities (for example with mango’s) or the presentation of the grapes in the supermarket
at room temperature. The latter is a large frustration of growers, exporters and transporters since
they work hard to keep the cool chain intact during the transport from Chile to the Netherlands.
When the supermarkets do not present the grapes cooled, the quality will decrease quickly. Other
locations mentioned were in packing houses, in the field during the harvest (which is done by
manually) and at the grower. An importer explained that the quality of the grapes from the start
of the chain (grower) should be as high as possible. When this is good, the grapes will arrive in
good condition.
The location where the losses can occur tells also something about the reason of the occurrence
of losses. Main reasons mentioned are the quality of the grapes, handling of the grapes (in the
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cool chain) and the weather. The latter is a factor which cannot be influenced; as one exporter
explained: therefore all other factors should be controlled. ‘When the weather is the only variable
in the chain, we can manage that’. An important reason, mentioned by three respondents, is the
understanding of the market. When the right variety in the right amount is send at the right time,
losses will be minimal.
Another item related to losses in the chain is responsibility. When referring to responsibility, one
can approach is from two ways: either one can look who causes the losses or who pays for it. Five
respondents stated that the one who owns the grapes at that certain moment, is responsible for
the losses. One exporter said: ‘we are responsible for the losses in the chain, because it depends
on the quality of the grapes.’ One other exporter and one importer shared the opinion that the
responsibility does not lay at the importer. The importer had the opinion that the whole part of
the chain after delivery in the Netherlands does not have the responsibility for the losses.
When looking at the other side of responsibility, five respondents explained that the grower pays
for the losses in the end. This because of the current structure, explained by an importer as
following: ‘The current structure is bad; everybody get paid and the rest is for the growers and.
This rest is often not enough and thát is the problem.’ The ASOEX and one exporter shared the
opinion that the responsibility for losses relates to all actors in the chain. When there is a good
relationship, the results of the losses will be shared and everybody will take its own responsibility.

Remarkable is the fact that after defining the term losses with the interviewees, the number of
losses is often still a guess or an indication. Where seven respondents mentioned a value between
5 and 10%, three respondents had no idea about a number. four respondents mentioned a value
higher than 25% and 1 respondent said that the losses are less than 1%. Remarks made on this
question were that not all fruit harvested is planned to be exported and that the numbers differ
per season. From the viewpoint of the ASOEX the losses, which according to them consist of 110%, are not a big problem in the chain. It was explained that the losses are taken into account in
the expectations at the beginning of the season and if big problems occur during the season, the
ASOEX will take action.
When asked for possible solutions in the chain, all actors came with ideas. eight respondents think
that the (control and level of) quality of the grapes in the beginning of the chain is the main issue
where improvements can be made. Communication, understanding, cooperation, sharing of
information and taking responsibility was mentioned by six other interviewees. Other
improvements mentioned include: better understanding of the markets, increased quality of
manual labour, new harvest methods and consistency in the cool chain. One actor thought that
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the solution to the decrease the losses in the chain is to focus only on your own part of the chain.
Sharing of information or cooperation will cause more complicacy and therefore more losses.
Topic 2: General (questions related to the firm’s business and the knowledge of the supply chain)
As was mentioned, the general overview of the chain was presented with level 1 and 2 of the
SCOR model at the beginning of this chapter. When looking further to general information of the
Chilean-Dutch table grape chain, one issue is knowledge. When looking at the knowledge about
table grapes in the chain, all actors think that at the Chilean side a good level of knowledge exists.
Several growers and exporters explain that the Chileans grow up with the knowledge that their
fruit has to travel long distances, since the markets are relatively far away. When looking at
knowledge at the Dutch side, a remarkable issue came up. Six out of seven growers and exporters
state that the knowledge about grapes at the Dutch side of the chain is low or even bad and that
the actors at the Dutch side of the chain do not know how to handle grapes. However, when
looking at the answers given by five out of six Dutch importers and all retailers, they claim that
the knowledge in the Netherlands is sufficient or good. According to this group of interviewees,
the importers and retailers have employees which are specialized in grapes. From the viewpoint
of the actors at the Chilean side, the actors in the Netherlands do not only work with grapes but
with all kind of products, which makes it impossible to fully understand the grapes.

Topic 3: Chain governance (Questions related to the power and importance of each actor in the
chain)
According to Humphrey and Schmitz (2008) ‘governance in value chains has something to do with
the exercise of coordination and control along the chain.’ They also state that the term
governance is used to ‘express that some firms in the chain set and/or enforce the parameters
under which the others operate’ and ‘a chain without governance would just be a string of market
relations.’ Where chain governance relates to coordination and control, Humphrey and Schmitz
(2008) translate this to inter-firm relationships and institutional mechanisms through which nonmarket co-ordination of activities in the chain is achieved.
When looking at the most important actor in the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain, seven out of
fifteen actors do not think there is one main actor, but that all actors are important in the chain.
They refer to the fact that the most important issue in the chain is that the cool-chain should be
kept intact and therefore all actors are needed. Six other interviewees mention the consumer or
consumer and grower as most important actor(s) in the chain. The consumer is important because
at the end the consumer pays for the grapes. The interviewees who thought the growers are the
most important in the chain came up with the fact that without grapes, no chain would exist.
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When looking to inter-firm relationships, related to the power in the chain, all interviewees –
except for one importer- firmly said that retailers have the power in the chain. This power is
based on the possibility to set prices. Because of the consolidation in the European retail markets
and the increased sales of fruit and vegetables in supermarkets, the retailers gained more power.
They buy large amounts of grapes, which give them the power to put pressure on the prices and
quality. Also the fact that the supermarkets know the circumstances of the season and the cost
prices, they know how much pressure they can put on the prices. According to an exporter this is
the result of ‘a lack of knowledge and responsibility’. This exporter explained that supermarkets
only think about their own profit and margins and ask for extreme high quality products against
unreasonable prices. The only importer who did not think that the supermarkets have the power
in the chain, thinks it is the producer who has the power. According to this importer the growers
decide to which market they allocate the grapes and therefore have the power.
As was mentioned, institutional mechanisms are also part of chain governance. As was stated by
several growers and exporters and retailers, as a part of their power position, the supermarkets
add extra restrictions above European restrictions. The supermarkets ask for lower and lower
maximum residue levels (MRL). This is not needed for the health of the consumers and sometimes
it is even bad for the fruit, since you need to apply different pesticides to improve the quality.
Those MRL are used as a marketing tool by the supermarkets. One retailer explained that the
comparison of the MRL with the levels of other retailers is an important issue for the validation of
the supermarket by consumers. Because the MRL of different products are compared to each
other (for example grapes from one retailer and mandarins from another retailer) this
measurement is incorrect. However, when these levels are published, the retailers cannot do
anything else then promise the consumers lower MRL, to keep their market position. This power
position of the supermarkets was also illustrated with an example from the UK by Humphrey and
Schmitz (2008). They explain that supermarkets (try to) work directly with importers and firms at
the other end of the supply chain, to have an influence on the specifications of the products
supplied. Humphrey and Schmitz (2008) state that the supermarkets enforce their requirements
through a system of ‘auditing and inspection and, ultimately, through the decision to keep or
discard a supplier.’
When asking if other institutional mechanisms coordinate the activities in the chain, the
interviewees responded negatively. One exporter explained that the business is very informal and
is mainly based on trust and communication.
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Topic 4: Communication (Questions related to the communication between the different actors
in the chain)
As was mentioned at topic 3: chain governance, communication is an important issue in a supply
chain. Several reasons for this were mentioned by the interviewees. The first, and most important
reason according to the growers and exporters, is the fact that in this chain fresh fruit is traded.
Fresh products ask for a different handling than, for example, sport shoes or ballpoints. Because
the products are still alive during their travels in the chain, one should understand the needs and
possibilities of the fruit. An exporter explained: “Communication is very important in the chain.
With communication understanding can be obtained. And understanding leads to leverage, with
which the chain can be controlled”.
As a second reason for the importance of communication it was mentioned that
miscommunication will cost money in the end. One exporter explained that the chain is
influenced by variables like weather, market demand and people, which makes it impossible to
catch it in a computer model. According to the exporter understanding is created if the actors
communicate clearly with each other. This will result in a more fluent operating chain, according
to several interviewees. Nowadays the main communication tools used in the chain are emails
and phone calls. Because it is possible to send photos within seconds via internet, any problems in
the chain can be communicated and showed immediately. Also visits were mentioned, mainly by
growers and exporters as a way of communication. By visiting other members in the chain, more
understanding is created. When seeing the activities of the other actors, one can see which
activities are hard to achieve or very important. In addition the communication with the
customers was stated as bad. Interviewees stated that the consumers do not know the
background from the fruit (for example the time it takes to bring the grapes from the grower to
the consumer) their expectation levels are too high or sometimes even incorrect.
The third reason of the importance of communication is the creation of trust. It was mentioned by
several different actors that trust is an important factor in the chain to work together and share
risks.

Topic 5: Pricing (Questions related to the use of pricing in the firm)
As was stated by five out of seven growers and exporters: in the end the growers pay for the
results in the supply chain. While the supermarkets keep their margins, the transport costs are
known in advance and the importer has the possibility to ‘play’ with the prices: the grower
receives what is left at the end. Although this viewpoint is a little narrow, it happens often in
practice. When looking how the pricing is organized in the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain,
different options exist.
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The retailers explained that in the Netherlands the market prices are in general set by the large
Dutch retailers. The pricing in the chain can be done in several ways. The option which is used in
most cases is consignment. Consignment is placing a product in the hand of another, but retaining
ownership until the goods are sold. This brings risk, but the amounts sent are based on knowledge
of the past and communication. Other options are fixed prices and minimum prices. (Growers &)
exporters explained that minimum prices are positive for the grower, since they can cover the
cost price of the production and have the possibility to gain more. Fixed prices seem ideal, but can
also bring high risks. When the quality is lower than expected, in the future a lower (fixed) price
will be paid for the product.
An issue which was mentioned related to pricing, is the fact that growers have more or less the
same cost price. It is hard for the actors in the chain to achieve lower cost prices than their
competitors. Together with the fact that supermarkets know these cost prices, it is hard to get
much higher prices than your competitors. One exporter explained that the relationship between
two actors can also have an influence on the price. When 95% of the grapes are of good quality
and 5% has a medium or low quality, the importer can set the prices based on these 5%. When
the relationship between the actors is based on mutual respect, the other 95% will also be taken
into account and the actors can work together to improve the quality of the grapes in the future.

Topic 6: Environment (Questions related to the influence of the environment of the number of
losses)
When talking about environment, one can think of climate and weather, but also about issues
occurring in other markets. Speaking about climate and weather, fifteen out of sixteen
interviewees shared the opinion that the environment (climate) has a big influence in the ChileanDutch table grape chain. An explanation of the influence of the environment on the number of
losses is the following. ‘The quality of the grapes does not get better during the transit. Therefore
it is very important that the quality of the products from the first link in the chain is as high as
possible. Especially rain during the harvest season, but also cold or extreme high temperatures,
can have a big influence on this start quality.’ One exporter stated that the good thing of this
influence is that it happens to everybody. Although the fruit is cultivated in different regions of
the country, the same varieties are cultivated in the same regions. Another exporter thought that
this influence was not bad for the whole market, since the strongest players will survive. It helps
in the natural selection and will –in the end- increase the total quality of the chain.
One exporter stated that the environment could have an influence on the number of losses, but
probably it will not. From his point of view with the use of pesticides and fungicides the changing
climate influences can be managed. He explained that the change of the environment often
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relates to rain and humidity and when the growers are aware of this, they can apply other
pesticides to prevent an increase of the number of quality losses.
When talking about environment as other markets, the importance of Asian countries was
mentioned. The demand for fresh fruit from countries in Asia is growing rapidly. Since this is a fast
increasing market, it gives big opportunities to export fresh fruit to these markets. One exporter
explained that the quality requirements differ (e.g. less strict) but also that since these markets
are so huge, even for fruit with a low quality demand exist.

3.4. Level 3
As described before, with the SCOR model one has the possibility to focus on different levels of
detail in a chain. Where level 1 and 2 in paragraph 3.1 and 3.2 gave a general overview of the
whole chain, this paragraph will zoom in on the returns. As described at the beginning of this
chapter, losses were seen as ‘the amount of turnover that is not gained due to the return of
grapes which quality cannot meet the requirements’. Here for the return process categories of
level 2 are decomposed into process elements (level 3). The return process categories SR1 and
DR1 represent the grapes whose quality do not meet the requirements. The return process
categories SR3 and DR3 represent the grapes which excess the demand and which quality in the
end will decrease below the requirements.
As stated before level three ‘allows businesses to define in detail the processes’(Huang 2005). In
this paragraph SR1 and DR1 are decomposed into process elements. Since the activities for SR3
and DR3 are very similar only a brief explanation (no graphical overview) will be presented for
these process categories.
Figure 15 is the legend of the elements used in the overview of level 3, presented in figure 16 and
figure 17 on page 56 and 57.
Figure 16 presents the sourcing of the products which quality cannot meet the requirements. At
the arrival at each actor in the chain pallets of grapes are randomly checked to control the quality
of the grapes. When there are pallets with low quality grapes, these will be separated from the
good quality grapes. In case of low quality fruit, the previous owner in the chain will be
approached to discuss where the fruit will be send: the domestic market or to waste. Based on
the decision made the transport and storage of the low quality fruit is scheduled. Based on this
schedule the pallets with low quality grapes are prepared to be send to the domestic market or to
waste.
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Process categories
Process elements

Flow of low quality grapes

Explanation
Explanation
Overview of process category in
which process elements exist

Figure 15: Legend of elements used in the overview of level 3

SR1:
Source return defective product

SR1.5
The low quality
grapes are ready to
be returned to the
domestic market or
waste

SR1.4
The transport
and storage of
the low quality
grapes is
scheduled

Control, based on predefined
standards set by markets
(temperature, firmness, amount
of fungicides applied, etc.) is
done after each delivery

SR1.3
Authorization is
requested for return
of the low quality
grapes to domestic
market or waste

Based on the decision at
DR1.1 the location and
transit of the grapes is
scheduled

SR1.1
The quality of the
grapes is controlled
after receiving; low
quality grapes are
identified
SR1.2
Low quality grapes
are separated from
good quality grapes

Direct communication between actors (by phone
and email incl. photos) must indicate if the fruit
will go to the domestic market, to waste or to
fresh handling (response at DR1.1)

Figure 16: Overview of level 3 - source return defective product
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In figure 17 the transport (delivery) of the products which quality cannot meet the requirements
is presented. The first element of this process category is the communication between the current
and previous owner of the low quality grapes to define which decision should be taken related to
the grapes. In this element the actors will decide if the fruit goes to the domestic market or waste.
Based on this decision the receipt of the low quality fruit is scheduled, followed by the actual
receipt and a verification of the grapes. The grapes are gathered and verified to be send to the
domestic markets or waste. The final element in this category is the actual return of the grapes to
the domestic markets or waste.

Based on direct communication
between actors (by phone and
email incl. photos) a decision is
made what will be done with the
fruit (response on SR1.3)

DR1:
Deliver return defective product

DR1.4
The low quality grapes
are returned to the
domestic market,
waste or fresh
handling

Actual
return of
grapes

DR1.3
Receive and
verify the low
quality grapes

The grapes gathered at
SR1.5 are verified

DR1.2
The receipt
of the low
quality
grapes is
scheduled

DR1.1
Authorize the
return of the low
quality grapes to
domestic market
or waste

Based on the
decision at DR1.1
the receipt of the
low quality grapes is
scheduled

Figure 17: Overview of level 3 - deliver return defective product

When looking at SR3 and DR3 (respectively ‘source return excess product’ and ‘deliver return
excess product’) one can see similarities with SR1 and DR1. The difference with the excess
products compared to the defective products is the decision making process at 3.1 (identify
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excess product condition and authorize excess product return). In this decision making process
element, the actors will define if the grapes that exceed demand. In case of exceeding demand
the quality and quantity will be defined. Based on this decision the grapes will be returned to the
domestic market, fresh handling or waste.
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3.5. Summary
Below the main conclusions drawn from the empirical research are summarized.
After the harvest of the grapes, the chain is in run against time since the quality of the grapes
can only decrease during the transportation and storage in the chain
Cooling down of the grapes to 0°C should be done as soon as possible after the harvest to
keep the initial product quality as high as possible
Not all grapes harvested are planned to be exported (±75% harvest per tree are exported)
(Un)loading of the vessels at the port is a critical point in the cool-chain
Grapes are (often) not cooled in the shelves of the supermarkets
Return of low quality grapes occurs at each actor in the chain
Level of knowledge about grapes in Chile is good,
Level of knowledge about grapes in the Netherlands is low according to the Chilean growers
and exporters, but sufficient according to the Dutch importers and retailers
All actors in the chain are important because the cool chain must be kept intact, growers are
important because they provide the grapes and consumers are important since they pay
Retailers have the power to determine prices and this power is expected to increase
Retailers use low MRLs as a marketing tool, but low MRLs does not improve customer health
but only increases the difficulty to keep high quality grapes in the chain
Communication can create trust and understanding between the different actors
Within the chain almost always prices are set on base of consignment. A good relationship
can influence reasonable pricing in the chain
Weather has a big influence on the quality of grapes.
Due to the increasing demand for fresh fruit in Asia, the focus markets shift to Asia
The main locations where losses occur are in the field (manual labour), in pack houses, at the
(un)loading of the vessels in the port, at the Dutch side and in the cool chain
The main reasons why losses occur are because of insufficient quality, bad handling during the
chain, weather influences and insufficient market understanding
The one who owns the grapes in the chain, is responsible for losses. In terms of moneyresponsibility is it (often) the grower who pays for the losses. The relationship between the
actors however can influence the money-responsibility
The value of the losses is often a guess or an indication. According to the ASOEX the current
losses are not a big problem
Optional solutions are: improvement of quality level and control at the beginning of the chain,
communication, understanding, the share of information, cooperation and responsibility
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4. Conclusions
The aim of this research was to detect the location, reason and value of losses in the ChileanDutch table grape chain. With a theoretical model for supply chain analysis and the understanding
of the chain by the different actors, an overview of the chain was created that would contribute
to the research objective. This overview explored on the returns in the chain, as the losses during
the empirical research were seen as the amount of turnover that is not gained due to the return of
grapes which quality cannot meet the requirements. The aim of the empirical research was to gain
information to model the supply chain and create a background on the knowledge of losses in the
Chilean-Dutch table grape chain. Based on the overview with different level of details of the table
grape chain, the conclusions from the empirical research attempted to lay the foundation for
recommendations for the actors in the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain to consider in respect to
the decrease of losses in this chain.
Research questions
The main conclusions of this research are drawn in respect to the research questions formulated
in paragraph 1.2 of part II.

Answer to question 1: How is the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain organized?
Main elements used to describe the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain included: identifying actors
involved in the chain and define the activities, knowledge and relationships of the different actors
as well as explaining the governance in the chain.
The general structure of the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain does not clearly differ from other
international fresh fruit chains (see figure 18 on page 61). Important in this chain is the
consistency of the cool chain, which starts immediately after harvesting the fruit. The handling of
the fruit should be a follow-up of sequal activities in order to prevent changes in temperature of
the fruit, which can cause losses, Besides that communication is very important as it creates
understanding and trust. Understanding and trust are essential since the chain handles fresh
grapes of which quality can decrease quickly. The governance in the chain (related to the exercise
of control along the chain) is based on the power position of the retailers. Since in The
Netherlands the supermarkets set the market prices, they can demand high quality fruit at low
prices. The high quality includes the demand of low MRLs (maximum residue levels), which are
used as a marketing tool. These levels are hard to achieve for the growers and do not
automatically benefit the quality of the fruit. This governance structure shows the trend described
by Humphrey and Schmitz (2000) of ‘farmers without fields’ which refers to the fact that the
retailers ‘specify what is produced, how and when at multiple locations around the world without
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actually owning fields, processing plants or transportation’. In the chain of table grapes modular
linkages exist. This means that suppliers can be plugged into and taken out of value chains with
ease. For this reason the actors ahead of the retailer in the chain, have to accept the power of the
supermarkets: when they do not send the grapes demanded, next time the retailer will not
purchase fruit of this grower again. Although nowadays this is the case in the Chilean-Dutch chain,
another trend is influencing this relationship. Since the demand from Asian countries is increasing,
the possibility to send Chilean fruit to Asia is increasing. For this reason the power of the Dutch
retailers can stay the same or decrease, as the possibility exists that the Chileans prefer to send
their fruit to Asia instead of Europe (The Netherlands).

Grower

Exporter

Transporter

Importer

Retailer

Consumer

Grower & Exporter

Chile

The Netherlands

.

Figure 18: Schematic representation of the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain

Answer to question 2: What are losses in the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain and how can the
losses be measured?
Losses in the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain can have different causes. A first cause are quality
problems. The main quality problems for table grapes are Botrytis cinere, which is a fungus
problem and stem browning due to water loss. A second cause are commercial problems.
Commercial problems are lower prices due to, for example, overproduction, bad planning or
miscommunication. A third cause are problems during the transport (and storage) from Chile to
the Netherlands. Examples are situations when the temperature fluctuates in the cool chain, bad
management in pack or cool houses and problems at sea. Transport and storage problems often
result in quality losses.
Where during the interviews the losses were seen as the amount of turnover that is not gained
due to the return of grapes which quality cannot meet the requirements, the concept in fact is
broader. Turnover can not only be missed due to quality losses but also due to losses caused by
commercial or transport problems. A loss, therefore, is:
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The amount of turnover that is not gained due to the return of grapes which quality cannot
meet the quality requirements plus the amount of turnover that is not gained because a lower
price than the optimal price for the quality of the grapes sold is paid in the markets.

Based on the definition of losses, the losses can be measured using the following equation:

(# of boxes returned due to insufficient quality x (optimal market prices for current quality of the
grapes sold – current market price of the grapes sold)) +
(# of boxes sold x (optimal market prices for current quality of the grapes sold – current market
price of the grapes sold)) – all cost made for the grapes

By using this equation both quality (including losses caused during transport and storage) and
commercial losses are calculated.

Answer to question 3: Where and why do losses occur in the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain?
The chain locations where losses occur, can be found in the whole chain. Main locations are: in
the field, during harvest (done by hand labour), in packing houses, at the (un)loading of the
vessels in the port, at the Dutch side (due to a lack of knowledge) and in the cool chain. The latter
refers to changes in temperature during transportation. When temperature changes,
condensation takes place which can cause rot or stem browning. The locations where losses occur
are almost all places where people are involved in the chain. Because the handling done by
people can differ, inequalities can occur, which can cause losses.
Other reasons why losses occur are because of insufficient (start)quality of the grapes, weather
influences and insufficient market understanding. When the quality at the start of the chain is
insufficient, the grapes will never arrive in good condition. The weather influences should be
taken into account, but since it cannot be influenced the importance to control other activities is
stressed. This control will improve the ability to adapt to changing weather conditions more
easily.

Answer to question 4: What is the value of losses in the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain?
According to the ASOEX the current losses in the chain are not a big problem. Also almost all
actors in the chain could only guess or indicate a general number about the amount of losses and
mainly refer to quality losses. The number of losses mentioned differ between 1 and 25%.
Because of a lack of up-to-date numbers about returned boxes and market prices, the equation
explained at the answer of question 1, cannot be used here to define the value of losses in the
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Chilean-Dutch table grape chain. The opinion of the ASOEX relates to expectations. The actors in
the chain know losses can occur and take this into account during the planning of the season. In
the next chapter, recommendation and discussion, this topic will be discussed more into detail.
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5. Recommendations and discussion
Based on the results and conclusions, with respect to research question 3 and 4, this research
provides the actors of the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain with recommendations regarding the
decrease of the losses in this chain.

5.1. Recommendations
Taking the different opinions from the actors of the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain and the
structure of the chain into account, possible opportunities exist the actors may consider when
continuing operating in this field.
First of all, one should be aware of the position contained in the chain. Looking at the trend in
other European countries (e.g. UK), the power of supermarkets in fresh supply chains in the
Netherlands will probably increase in the future. On the other hand, the increasing demand from
Asian countries causes a change of focus for exporters to send fresh fruits to other markets than
the European. By being aware of these changes, actors can adapt to it. Retailers are
recommended to keep in mind that suppliers in the future could make more money by sending
grapes with lower quality to Asian markets. Suppliers are recommended to prepare themselves to
the increasing power of the retailers. Related to this change, the importance of understanding is
stressed. When all actors in the chain are aware of their position and the fact that one needs
another, communication and understanding can improve cooperation which will result in a more
fluent operating and profitable chain.
A second issue is knowledge. When knowledge is shared and it is explained why certain matters
are important in relation to the grapes handled, more understanding can be obtained between
the actors. By understanding the product, bottlenecks can be recognized earlier, solutions can be
found and losses can be reduced. Also here, cooperation is the key. Referring to the saying ‘two
know more than one’ the vision of other actors may shed a new light on current difficulties.
Sharing knowledge will result in an increase of understanding, trust and in the end profitability.
Another recommendation is that cultural differences should be kept in mind in the Chilean-Dutch
table grape chain. Cultures are sometimes hard to understand, but should not be forgotten when
doing business across borders. As the investment of relationships between actors is stressed, the
differences between the Chileans and Dutch should be taken into account. Where the Chileans
feel comfortable with close, long-term relationships, the Dutch prefer quick results and instant
gratification. With the awareness of their power, the supermarkets may want to keep a distance
in the chain. Taking this and the high uncertainty avoidance of the Chileans -which requests for
clear agreements- into account, the importance of awareness on cultural differences is
recommended again.
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A final recommendation is to invest in research and development of the quality of the grapes.
Since the quality of the grapes can only decrease on their way from producer to consumer, the
start quality should be as good as possible. All actors in the chain should keep this in mind, take
their responsibility and work together to improve this start quality since it will improve the
profitability or the whole chain.

5.2. Discussion
The findings of this explorative research suggest that the actors in the Chilean-Dutch table grape
chain do not define losses in this chain as a substantial problem. The actors could not clearly
express how losses are calculated or how losses are tried to be avoided. As long as the actors in
the chain do not consider losses as a problem, it will remain the same as in the current situation.
It must be said that some actors recognize that losses should be decreased, but currently no
active approach exist.
According to the author, what struck most about the results was the ease with which the actors
spoke about the losses. It was expected that the willingness to decrease the losses was higher,
since the amounts exported are high and a decrease in losses means higher profits. As the results
indicate, the actors are aware of the losses but take this into account in the expectations of the
season and accept it without actively trying to reduce the losses.

A possible explanation for these results may be the approach of this research. Because the
interview questions were open answer questions, it allowed the respondents to emphasize the
topics important to them instead of focussing on the value of the losses. In addition the
qualitative character resulted in descriptions, were more quantitative questions would have given
the ability to define a value for the losses. The number of respondents may also have influenced
the results. Reasons for this limited number could the location restraint, bad timing and a lack of
response. Because this research was performed with its base in Santiago, Chile, the interviews
with the Dutch actors were done via the internet (mail and phone calls via Skype). When having
face to face contact, more detailed information and understanding can be obtained than via
phone calls or emails. The lack of response and the bad timing can be explained by the fact that
this research took place during the start of the grape season and the –if the current results can be
generalized- acceptation of the losses in the chain. When actors have the opinion that the current
losses are no problem, they could overlook the relevance of the research.
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5.3. Theoretical considerations
The theoretical model used for the analysis of the supply chain was the SCOR model created by
Supply Chain Council (SCC). This model formed the basis to create an overview of the ChileanDutch table grape chain. The results from the empirical research were entered in this model to
analyze the chain in different levels of detail. These overviews gave a general presentation of the
chain. Where this is on one hand the strength of this model (creating a clear overview) on the
other hand it does not give much room for exceptions. In the case of losses in the chain, it often
relates to exceptions instead of standard situations. The results from the interviews held could
not all be explored in the model because of this reason.
Although the location of the losses could be presented with help of the return categories in level 2
and 3, the value of the losses could not be measured within the model. The formula found to
calculate the losses is not a standard measure in the model. Because of this reason and the lack of
relevant data, the value of the losses could not be defined with the model.
A final consideration about the model is its complexity. Since the model provides many options
and possibilities, it is sometimes hard to choose the right path and analyse the right activities.
Also for a layman it might be hard to understand the background, though the final graphical
overview can provide a clear understanding of the chain.

5.4. Further research
The reason behind why this research is conducted is related to the agreement between the
Netherlands and Chile to contribute to the development of sustainable value chains. The goal of
this agreement is that the needs of the present generation should be met, without compromising
the ability of the future generations to meet their needs. This research has presented that actors
in the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain do not define the current losses in the chain as a
substantial problem.
The generalization of these findings to other actors in the chain as also other fresh fruit chains
requires further investigation. Therefore, future empirical research to broaden the understanding
of this research topic would include a study of more participants with a more qualitative
approach. Other interesting topics for further investigation are more technical areas. It was
shown that start quality has a big influence on the losses in the chain. By researching this quality,
harvest techniques and packaging the start quality can be improved which may result in lower
losses in the chain. A focus on a single variety may improve the level of details for the losses in the
chain. A last research area for the future mentioned here is communication and IT. Because
communication and knowledge sharing is an important topic to reduce the losses in the chain, a
deeper insight in current communication tools and methods can provide recommendations in this
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area. With the help of the communication within the chain can be simplified which decreases the
chance on miscommunication between actors.

This research ends with the expectation that substantial changes will occur in the Chilean-Dutch
table grape chain in the next years. Upcoming markets from Asia will demand more fresh fruit
products and the power from Dutch supermarkets will increase. Therefore a shifting will be visible
in the focus of export markets seen from a Chilean point of view. Overall, an investment should be
made in the relationships between the actors in the Chilean-Dutch table grape chain to create
understanding and share knowledge to reduce losses and increase the profitability of this chain.
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Appendix I
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS____________________________________________________________
1. Please describe your job in your company.
2. Imagine: you are a grape. What is the way you follow from the grower till the consumer?
(with as many details about time/temperature/activities).
3. Who –do you think- is the most important link in the Chilean/Dutch table grape chain
(producer, exporter, importer, transporter, distribution centre, retail outlet or
consumer)? And why?
4. Who –do you think- has the most power within the chain? (producer, exporter, importer,
transporter, distribution centre, retail outlet or consumer) And why?
5. How would you define losses?
6. Where –do you think- do the weak spots in the chain exist? (Where do losses occur?) And
why?
7. What are the main reasons losses occur?
8. Who is responsible for the losses in the chain?
9. How is the pricing of the fruit organized in your company: fixed prices/minimum prices/...
10. What do you think about the level of knowledge about table grapes in the Dutch part of
the chain? And in the Chilean part?
11. How do you communicate with other members in the chain?
12. Are there rules/legislations in the chain to prevent losses?
13. Which influences does the environment (climate, weather)have on the losses?
14. What -do you think- is the number of losses*? (in $ or % or tons) [The value of turnover
you do not gain because of both quality- and business losses in the Chilean-Dutch table
grape chain. For example because of over-production, miscommunication, low-quality
levels, etc]
15. What would be the best solution to reduce the losses in the chain?
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Appendix II
INTERVIEW RESULTS
Questions →
Interviewees ↓
Grower &
Exporter
Grower &
Exporter
Grower &
Exporter
Exporter
Exporter
Exporter

Exporter
Importer
Importer

Who is the most important
link in the chain?
Consumer
All members; cool chain
should not break
Grower (good product
quality) and consumer (pays)
All members; Important to
keep the temperature stable.
Grower

Who has the
most power in
the chain?
Supermarket
Retailer
Supermarket
Retailer
Supermarket
Retailer
Supermarket
Retailer
Supermarket
Customer
Supermarket
Consumer

Both grower and consumer;
but we should understand
consumer preferences
All actors but without grower Supermarket
you don’t have fruit
Consumer
Grower and packer
Supermarket
Retailer
Importer/Exporter
Supermarket
Retailer

Importer

Consumer

Supermarket
Consumer

Importer

Importer
Retailer

Importer

All actors but quality
provided by grower is the
start
Everybody needs each other,
but consumer main
important
Everybody needs each other

Retailer
Retailer
ASOEX/FDF

Everybody need each other
The cool chain is important
Port and consumer

Importer

How would you define losses?

Less than I expected
When you don’t achieve your goal
Bad products and lower returns
than expected
Less than I expected
Decay of fruit due to fungus

Bad fruit at the end of the chain
Products which cannot be exported
Technical: decay, quality or
condition problems
Business: less money than expected
(often: overproduction)
When the grower receives less
money for his production than his
producing costs.
Deterioration in quality and
weight/quantity.

Grower

Less return than could have been
achieved

Retailer, but
grower will get
more power
Retailer
Retailer
Supermarket
Retailer

Waste (shrinkage) or commercial
loss: less returns than expected
Less achieved than was expected
Quality: decay, internal breakdown
Business: less money
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Where do weak spots in the
chain exist?

What are the main
reasons losses occur?

Who is responsible for
the losses in the chain?

Communication and
understanding
Everywhere; weather (rain) is
a big influence
Growing (weather), harvest
window, hand labour,
exchange rates
Everywhere, but grower and
packaging are main issues

Bad communication

Exporter

Inventory control

Management in the
distribution centres.

Quality: grower/exporter
Business: exporter/retail
Grower/exporter; they
pay always!
Grower/exporter: should
make sure the product
quality is perfect
Depends where it
happens, but never the
importer
The one who ones the
fruit at that moment

Exporter

Break in cool chain:
(un)loading of vessel, handling
of fruit in supermarket
When the fruit leaves Chile;
transport and supermarket
level
Control in pack house,
fragmentation of the chain
Communication, forecast, cool
chain
Everywhere but quality is main
issue

Break in cool chain

Interviewees ↓
Grower &
Exporter
Grower &
Exporter
Grower &
Exporter
Exporter

Exporter

Importer
Importer
Importer

Importer

Growing conditions,
treatment, cool chain,
understanding of the market

Importer

Treatment before loading
(selection, packaging and pre
cooling)
Everywhere, but at grower
level mainly
Transport; long transport time
Breaks in the cool chain

Importer
Retailer
Retailer
ASOEX/FDF

Climate/nature and handling
of the product by all actors

Weather
Hand labour and
climate, understanding
of the market
-

Lack of knowledge

Bad quality from the
beginning
Lack of information and
technical knowledge
Proportion and quality
problems (quality
growers)
Bad growing conditions,
bad handling at origin,
breaks in cool chain,
delays in transport, slow
sales
Rain during harvest and
pre cooling
Insufficient quality of
the fruit
Quality depreciation
Bad communication
Nature and treatment
of the fruit

Depends; temperature is
freight company , wrong
fruit: exporter
All actors, but in the end
the grower pays
In the end the grower;
they also pay for it
Depends; grower for the
quality
Depends where it
happens; people should
take responsibility

Depends, but never
distribution centre/
retailer/consumer
Grower
Owner at that moment
The one who owns the
fruit
All actors in the cool
chain and/or transport
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How is the pricing organized
in your company?

What is the level of knowledge in the
Dutch/Chilean part?

Grower &
Exporter

Consignment and fixed prices

Grower &
Exporter

Fixed prices

Grower &
Exporter

-

Exporter

Consignment and fixed prices

Exporter

-

Exporter

Consignment, fixed and
minimum prices

Exporter

-

Importer

-

Importer

-

Importer

Consignment

Importer

Consignment, fixed and
minimum prices
Consignment

NL: understand grapes, but don’t understand the
market
CL: good understanding in growing/handling fruit
NL: low! Don’t have any idea about growing fruit
(use of pesticides)
CL: good.
NL: don’t know about fruit
CL: are raised with the knowledge; however the
new generation knows less
NL: bad at retailers level, they don’t know how to
treat the fruit
CL: good understanding
NL: don’t know about fruit
CL: super sophisticated
NL:
CL: grow up with knowledge about fruit; therefore
level is high
NL: bad, don’t know about fruit
CL: good
NL: ok; sufficient
CL: good
NL: almost nil
CL: sufficient
NL: good
CL: good
NL: quite good
CL: good
NL: good
CL: good, but medium about the market
NL: good
CL: good
NL: little
CL: good
NL: sufficient
NL: good
-

Interviewees ↓

Importer
Importer

Retailer

Consignment, fixed, seasonal
and minimum prices
Week prices, total equal to the
current market situation
Set by large Dutch retailers

ASOEX/FDF

-

Retailer
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How do you
communicate in
the chain?
Email, visits, calls

Are there rules/legislations
to prevent losses?

Does the environment have
influence on the losses?

Not really; very informal.
Communication is the key

Grower &
Exporter
Grower &
Exporter
Exporter

-

No; but you have always
insurance
ISO rules

A lot; e.g. rain in the summer,
but the strongest actors will
survive, which is good
GIANT!! Rain in the summer.
But you change it.
Yes

Exporter

-

No; and you can just cover
everything by insurance

Exporter

Email, visits, calls

No

Exporter

-

Importer

Email, visits, calls

Yes, requirements of
pesticides
Not really; sometimes
sample check

Importer
Importer
Importer
Importer
Importer
Retailer

Email, visits, calls

Retailer

Calls, email, visit,
documents
Site, documents,
posters, yearbook,
direct contact

Interviewees ↓
Grower &
Exporter

ASOEX/FDF

Emails, visits, calls,
photos
Email, visits, calls

Email, calls, photos
Email, calls
Reports, visits,
calls, email

-

Not that we know
No
No
No; are budgets for losses in
SCM but nothing especially
for grapes
No
-

Yes! Rain during the harvest
season (summer)
It is a big factor; we try to
control everything so that the
weather is the only unknown
It does influence, but the
losses occur through bad
understanding of the market
Not too much; if we notice it
we will adapt to it
Yes, at the producer side, but
only rain is bad (hot not)
A lot since it influences quality
It influences the quality a lot
Much; rain during summer
Limited influence
Big influence! Weather, but
also environment during
transport and storage
Big influence on quality of
grapes
Yes! Big influence; e.g. rain
during harvest. You cannot
change the weather
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Grower &
Exporter
Grower &
Exporter
Grower &
Exporter
Exporter

Exporter

What is the number of losses? (from
your point of view)
5-10%, both quality and business losses
5-10% in normal season, 20-25% when
there is s lot of rain during the harvest
3% (good season) – 12% (when there is
a lot of rain)
10-20% It’s a lot, but it is a sensible
product with a long travel time and
influences from pesticides and weather
0.5-1% is dumped; we try to harvest
75% of the fruit (table grapes) the other
25% are for raisins and wine

Exporter

5-10%

Exporter

Up to 20%, mainly at supermarket level

Importer
Importer

Tot 5%; depends on good quality check
3-4% (quality losses), up to 50%
business losses
10-15% but depends on season

Importer
Importer
Importer

10% of the value of the grapes

Importer
Retailer
Retailer
ASOEX/FDF

40% of the harvested fruit arrives at the
Netherlands; but not everything is a loss
Up to 20%
Up to 10% but it depends on what you
expect. ASOEX reacts on these numbers

Appendices

What would be the best solution to
reduce the losses?
Communication, planning, responsibility,
R&D
Good quality, improve logistics, good
understanding of the market
Right plants in right soil, new harvest
techniques(hand labour= 75% of costs)
Understanding, regulation of power in
the chain (now the supermarkets have
too much)
Take the trees away from which you can
pack less than 75%; replant them, look
for good partners, trust, focus on your
own part of the chain
Sorting; the right fruit, in the right box, at
the right time, with the right treatment.
Also good communication and handling
of the fruit
Cool chain, packaging and mainly
knowledge should be improved
Improvement of quality control!
Better information/communication, look
at what is happening in the whole market
Improvement of the quality
Strict quality control at the beginning of
the chain
Increase postharvest knowledge, increase
programmed sales, shorten supply chain
Only send fruit with good quality to the
Netherlands
Quicker transport, good cool facilities,
quality control at the start of the chain
Remain cool chain, communicate,
understand product and business
What we do now: provide information,
manage and respond to problems,
monitor chain, R&D, classify problems
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